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Abstract 
Corradini, A. and U. Montanari, An algebraic semantics for structured transition systems and its 
application to logic programs, Theoretical Computer Science 103 (1992) 51-106. 
We present a general methodology aimed at providing an algebraic semantics for a large class of 
formalisms. The methodology, which generalizes the algebraic treatment of Petri nets proposed by 
Meseguer and Montanari (1990) individuates three levels of description of a formalism (i.e., 
programs, structured transition systems, and models), and defines two free constructions which 
generate in an automatic way the induced transition system and the free model of a program. These 
constructions are parametric with respect to the structure of states and transitions: instantiating 
them in various ways, different formalisms can be treated. 
The construction of the free model extends the algebraic structure of transitions to the computa- 
tions of a program, thus producing a category having as arrows abstract computations, i.e., 
equivalence classes of concrete computations. Interestingly, the equivalence relation induced on 
computations captures some basic properties of true concurrency. Moreover, by general categorical 
properties the construction of the free model is compositional w.r.t. various forms of program union. 
As a running example, we apply the methodology to phrase structure grammars, while the main 
case study is logic programming. For both formalisms the free model is shown to include all the 
computations at a natural level of abstraction: the free model of a grammar includes all its derivation 
trees as arrows, while the arrows of the free model of a logic program are parallel refutations. 
Introduction 
A considerable number of different approaches to the description of the semantics 
of computational systems have been proposed, ranging from logical to algebraic and 
from operational to denotational. Thus, one of the challenging problems in theoretical 
computer science is the comparison of different apgroaches to semantics. In this paper 
we give a contribution to this area by introduding a general methodology, mainly 
based on category theory, useful for the uniform description of the semantics of 
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computational systems. The potential advantages of such a formal methodology 
are several: for example, in the design phase of a language, constructs and 
features could be transferred from one formalism to another, and different models 
of computation could be cleanly interfaced. Moreover, very general results 
could be proved, which can be applied to the various formalisms as particular 
instantiations. 
Besides introducing the methodology, we will apply it to two formalisms: phrase 
structure grammars and logic programming. Grammars are used as a toy example, 
useful to explain the various phases of the methodology as soon as they are intro- 
duced, while logic programs are the main case study. Our principal goal is rather to 
stress the correspondences and similarities in apparently unrelated formalisms, both 
in their syntactic description and in the semantical analysis, than to provide relevant 
results for any single formalism. Nevertheless, the clean categorical formulation of the 
semantics automatically warrants some relevant properties, like, for example, the 
compositionality with respect to operations expressible as colimits, which follows 
from the uniform use of left adjoint functors. 
The technical approach we follow has been inspired by a joint work of the second 
author with Meseguer [28], where a new algebraic definition for place/transition Petri 
nets [31] has been proposed. A net is defined as a graph with a commutative monoidal 
structure on states: in this way the net is regarded as an object of a suitable category of 
graphs, called Petri, where the morphisms are required to preserve the monoidal 
structure of nodes. Then two categories are defined, among others, having as objects 
reflexive graphs and small categories, respectively, with a monoidal structure on both 
nodes and arcs. These categories are called CMonRPetri and CatPetri. Since the 
obvious forgetful functors from these categories to Petri have left adjoints, two free 
constructions can be defined which associate with each net N its free reflexive graph 
C[N], and its free Petri category T[N]. It turns out that both structures have 
a relevant meaning in Petri net theory: C [ N] is the marking graph of N, while T[ N] is 
a category whose arrows are isomorphic to the nonsequential processes of N, as 
defined in [7]. Furthermore, the new categorical framework makes easy the definition 
for Petri nets of a notion of implementation morphism, of a closed monoidal structure, 
and of new invariants. 
The relevance and the practical usefulness of category theory in theoretical com- 
puter science has been emphasized by several authors (see, for example, [l, 4, 201) and 
the successful algebraic treatment of Petri nets is a further evidence of this fact. One of 
the most relevant points is that a truly concurrent semantics for nets (i.e., the 
nonsequential processes) is the result of a simple construction which extends the 
parallel composition operation to computations in a functorial way. Moreover, this 
construction is compositional in a strong sense: in fact, any composition operation 
defined in terms of colimits in the category of nets is automatically preserved by the 
free constructions, which are defined as left (free) adjoint functors. Finally, as argued in 
[26,27], the categorical setting allows one to encompass the traditional distinction 
between operational and declarative semantics: the same construction can be 
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operationally defined through inference rules and equations, or can be declaratively 
characterized by a universal property. 
These considerations naturally led to some attempts to generalize the approach 
proposed in [28], in order to apply the same guidelines and similar categorical 
constructions to the definition of the semantics of other formalisms. The general 
methodology we propose in this paper (first described in [9]) is aimed at the 
definition of an algebraic semantics of a wide class of structured transition systems 
(partial results are reported in [lo-131). A related approach has been proposed by 
Meseguer in [27], where rewriting systems are considered as a unified model of 
concurrency. The relationship between the two proposals is shortly discussed in 
Section 1.5. 
Our methodology is obtained by making the algebraic approach to Petri nets 
parametric with respect to the structure: the states (and the transitions) of a system are 
no more constrained to form a commutative monoid, but they can form instead an 
arbitrary essentially algebraic structure. The generality and effectiveness of the meth- 
odology is tested in this paper through its application to context-free grammars and 
logic programming. For both formalisms the algebraic semantics we propose, ob- 
tained by instantiating the methodology with suitable structures, enjoy properties of 
compositionality and true concurrency similar to the ones stressed above for Petri 
nets. Moreover, they are very informative and subsume the classic semantics proposed 
in the literature for these formalisms. Also Petri nets (in [9, 121) and graph grammars 
(in [14]) have been equipped with a categorical semantics through the application of 
the methodology described here. As expected, for Petri nets the resulting semantics 
coincides with that of [28]. 
The algebraic description of nets of [28] has been generalized to a methodology by 
making explicit some implicit assumptions. One characterizing issue of our proposal 
is to consider, as a general model of computation, transition systems [22] which have 
an (essentially) algebraic structure on both states and transitions, namely structured 
transition systems (while, for example, in Plotkin’s structured operational semantics 
approach [30] just the algebraic structure of states is put in evidence). As pointed out 
in [9], often a computational system (for example, logic programs, Petri nets, and 
grammars are considered there: let us call them “programs” for short) is endowed with 
a natural notion of states and transitions, where the states have a richer structure than 
the transitions (programs can, therefore, be regarded as “structured graphs”). Al- 
though they include states and transitions, such programs cannot be considered, as 
they are, as “true” transition systems. In fact, while in the case of transition systems 
a transition t : u-v can be applied only to state U, usually a more permissive matching 
rule is either implicitly or explicitly associated with such programs, stating when and 
how a transition can be applied to a state, and which the resulting new state is. For 
example, in the case of Petri nets a transition can be fired at a marking (i.e., at a global 
state) if its preconditions are included in the marking itself; in the case of logic 
programs, a clause can be applied to a goal if its head unifies with an atomic formula 
of that goal. 
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Although the above programs are not transition systems, often a structured 
transition system can be defined, which, incorporating the matching rule into the 
structure of transitions, is able to suitably model the behavior of the original program. 
This will be called the induced transition system of the program. For Petri nets, for 
example, the induced transition system of a net is exactly its marking graph. As we will 
see, if certain conditions are satisfied, the induced transition system can be automat- 
ically generated from the program it simulates via a free construction which lifts the 
algebraic structure of states to transitions. A specific example of this construction is 
the functor CC-] defined in [28] which associates a net with its marking graph, 
obtained by closing the set of transitions w.r.t. a commutative monoidal operation in 
a free way. 
The fundamental advantage of considering transition systems with an algebraic 
structure on both states and transitions resides in the fact that often the same structure 
can be extended automatically and consistently to the set of computations of the 
system, through a free construction which generalizes the well-known generation of 
the free category of a graph. Thus, every program can be associated (through this 
two-steps construction) with a structured category (called itsfree model) whose arrows 
are not simple sequences of elementary transitions, but are instead abstract computa- 
tions, i.e., equivalence classes of concrete computations modulo the equivalence 
induced by the algebraic structure. 
Extending the algebraic structure to computations amounts to making the oper- 
ations defined on states and transitions distributive (or finctorial) with respect to the 
sequential composition of transitions. The relevant fact, as discussed in depth in [27], 
is that the functoriality of the operations captures the essence of true concurrency; 
thus, the construction of the free model provides automatically a truly concurrent 
semantics for the formalisms to which the methodology presented here can be applied. 
An example would clarify this point. Petri nets as defined in [28], and also the 
formalisms discussed in this paper (i.e., grammars and logic programs), are naturally 
equipped with a monoidal operation which can be interpreted as “parallel composi- 
tion”. When extended to computations, the monoidal operation means that two 
computations can “run in parallel”. The fundamental axiom imposed by the construc- 
tion of the free model is the functoriality of the monoidal operation (here denoted 
by +), i.e., 
(t;t’)+(s;s’)=(t+s);(t’+s’). 
As pointed out in various places (e.g., in [28, 15]), this single axiom captures a basic 
fact about concurrency, namely, that the parallel composition of two independent 
computations can be broken into a sequence of parallel compositions of their 
elementary steps. A simple instantiation of this axiom expresses the fact that two 
computations are identified if they differ just for the ordering in which independent 
transitions (i.e., transitions which affect disjoint parts of the state) are performed. 
Using identity transitions (which faithfully model the fact that part of the global state 
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stays idle), if t :u-+u’ and t’: v-+u’, then 
(t+id,);(id,,+t’)=(t;id,.)+(id,;t’)=t+t’=(id,;t)+(t’;id,.) 
= (id, + t’) ; (t + id,,). 
In the case of a Petri net, all these terms represent computations which start with 
two tokens in places u and v, respectively, and end with two tokens in places u’ and u’. 
The term (t +id,); (id,, + t’) models the firing of transition t while the token in v stays 
idle, followed by the firing of transition t’ while the token in U’ stays idle. This 
computation is, thus, equivalent to the parallel firing of t and t’ (i.e., t + t’) and to the 
sequential firing of t’ followed by t (as in term (id,+ t’);(t +id,,)). 
Thanks to the above axiom, the arrows of the free model of a net N (generated by 
the functor T[_] mentioned above, or, equivalently, obtained through the application 
of the methodology presented in this paper) turn out to be a kind of nonsequential 
processes, which are indeed the most widely accepted truly concurrent semantics of 
nets. 
In the case of context-free grammars and logic programming, the arrows of the free 
model correspond to ordered trees (or forests). For context-free grammars we will 
prove that there is an isomorphism between the set of all derivation trees of a given 
string and the set of arrows from the initial symbol to that string in the free model: this 
means that all the derivations of a given string which are linearizations of the same 
derivation tree are identified in the free model. This equivalence among derivations is 
very natural: the relevant point is that we do not need to define it explicitly, but on the 
contrary we obtain it by applying the same general techniques which yield nonsequen- 
tial processes in the case of Petri nets. Furthermore, the same construction of the free 
model (performed in a different universe category) provides a truly concurrent 
semantics for logic programs as well. In this case, besides the monoidal operation, the 
construction forces other operations to be functorial as well, like, for example, the 
application of substitutions. The induced equivalence relation on computations is 
again very natural, and provides a truly concurrent semantics for AND-parallelism. 
The equivalence classes of computations have standard representatives which are 
most parallel, most instantiated refutations (as we will see in Section 11.2.7). It is worth 
stressing that requiring that all the operations be extended functorially to computa- 
tions is quite restrictive. For example, in some process description languages like CCS 
[29], the parallel composition operation cannot be extended functorially to computa- 
tions, because, unlike the formalisms discussed above, it may involve a synchroni- 
zation between the involved agents. 
The constructions described above generate from each system a single, free model. 
However, often it is useful to consider a collection of models for a system, where each 
model describes the computations of the system at a different level of abstraction. 
Thus, we will define a class of acceptable models for a system, and a relationship 
among them representing a notion of simplification. Depending upon which aspects 
of the computations are relevant and the structure one wants to impose on the 
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observations over computations, a specific semantics for a system can be defined as 
a suitable transformation of the model having the right abstraction level. The class of 
acceptable models has the free model as its initial object, and for the cases considered 
in this paper there exists a final object, too, which corresponds to the most abstract 
semantics. 
Actually, the way the notions of acceptable models and of simplification among 
them are defined heavily depends on the specific formalism one considers. For the 
cases we will treat in this paper (i.e., grammars and logic programs) it is natural to 
restrict the attention just to the models having the same structure of states as the free 
model, since we do not have to deal with abstraction mechanisms over states, but just 
over computations; thus, all the states of a system are considered as observable. This 
assumption would be clearly too restrictive for other formalisms, like process descrip- 
tion languages, for which sophisticated abstraction mechanisms are defined (usually 
based on suitable notions of behavioral equivalences). Algebraic techniques similar to 
the ones presented here (although less parametrized) have been applied in [16, 17, lo] 
to the paradigmatic example of these languages, CCS [29]. The treatment of CCS fully 
exploits the possibility offered by the algebraic framework of defining models at 
different levels of abstractions. 
This paper is divided in two parts, followed by an appendix. In Part I we formally 
define the methodology just sketched: all the definitions and the results are given using 
category-theoretic notions. In particular, we generalize the definitions presented in 
[28] by abstracting out from the actual structure of states and transitions through the 
categorical technique of “internalization”; indeed, all the constructions are performed 
internally to a universe category C which is left as parameter. Programs and transition 
systems are represented by suitable kinds of “internal graphs” of category C, while the 
models of a system are simply “internal categories” of C. The generation of the free 
model of a structured transition system generalizes (to the internal case) the genera- 
tion of the free category of a graph, and it can be performed if the universe category 
C satisfies some requirements. Finally, the class of acceptable models of a program 
includes all the internal categories of C which can be obtained by identifying compu- 
tations of the free model, i.e., by making a quotient of its arrows. 
As a running example, throughout Part I we will use context-free phrase structure 
grammars [18]. We show that their algebraic treatment is obtained by instantiating 
the methodology for the universe category Mon, having monoids as objects and 
monoid homomorphisms as arrows. The resulting free (initial) model of a grammar is 
a strict monoidal category known in the literature as the syntax category (see [6]), 
which has the derivation trees as arrows; on the other hand, from the final model one 
can extract the generated language via standard categorical techniques. By the general 
properties of left adjoint functors mentioned above, the constructions of the free and 
of the final models are compositional with respect to the union of grammars, possibly 
sharing a common vocabulary. 
Part II is devoted to our main case study, i.e., the application of the methodology to 
logic programming [24]. We show that this can be obtained by specializing the 
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methodology for the universe category SCart, i.e., the category of small, strict car- 
tesian categories. In fact, a logic program can be represented as a graph having the 
goals as states, and the collection of clauses as arcs; using techniques which go back to 
Lawvere’s thesis [23], the goals can be regarded as the arrows of a Cartesian category 
where arrow composition models substitution application. The transition system 
associated with a program is then obtained by generating a free Cartesian categorical 
structure from the clauses: the resulting system (an internal graph of the category 
SCart) has generalized clauses as arcs, i.e., tuples of (instantiated) clauses and identi- 
ties, which when applied to a goal may model the parallel execution of many 
resolution steps. 
Next, since all the hypotheses for the application of the methodology are satisfied, 
the free model can be generated automatically, and the class of acceptable models has 
a final object, too. The arrows of the free model are shown to correspond to 
equivalence classes of unrestricted refutations: two refutations are equivalent if they 
differ just in the order in which some instantiations are performed, or in the order in 
which two resolution steps are applied to two independent goals. On the other hand, 
the classical semantics of a program (i.e., its least Herbrand model) can be easily 
recovered from its final model, which represents a relation of reachability among the 
goals. Also in this case the semantics is compositional with respect to operations 
expressible as colimits in the category of programs. 
As stressed above, the relevance for logic programming of the algebraic treatment 
proposed here comes from the fact that the free model of a program has partial orders 
of clauses as arrows; thus, it provides a “truly concurrent” semantics for AND- 
parallelism. This suggests that a similar algebraic treatment of concurrent logic 
languages [S, 35, 333 could equip these languages with a truly concurrent semantics as 
well, but this point needs further investigation. 
In the paper we use extensively definitions and results of category theory. Most of 
the definitions used (together with some proofs) are reported in the Appendix, but for 
the precise definitions of some basic concepts (like limits and colimits, functors, 
natural transformations, etc.) we refer, for example, to [25, 1,4]. 
Part I -The methodology 
This part of the paper is devoted to the formal presentation of the methodology 
outlined in the Introduction. The methodology individuates suitable categories for 
each of the levels of description of a system (i.e., programs, structured transition 
systems, and models), and relates these categories with left adjoint functors, which 
generate from a given program its induced transition system and its free model of 
computations. For each of the steps of the methodology we introduce the categorical 
definitions and the results which are needed to prove the existence of the left adjoints. 
The generality of the methodology comes from the fact that all the definitions and 
results are parametric with respect to the algebraic structure of states and transitions. 
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In fact, the free constructions of the induced transition system and of the free model 
are performed internally to a universe category C, whose choice determines the actual 
structure of states, transitions and computations. 
All these definitions are presented in the first three sections. In Section I.4 we give an 
outline of the methodology similar to the one presented in the Introduction, but using 
the formal definitions. Moreover, we discuss some relevant properties of the resulting 
semantics, which are a direct consequence of the use of category-theoretic techniques. 
The first part is closed, in Section 1.5, by a short discussion about the relationship 
between our methodology and the related work by Meseguer 1271. 
As a running example, we apply the steps of the methodology to context-free phruse 
structure grammars [18]. We show that the free model of a grammar includes all its 
derivation trees as arrows, while the final model roughly corresponds to the generated 
language. Let us first recall the basic definitions of context-free grammars and related 
concepts. 
Definition I.1 (context-free grammars). A context-free grammar is a 4-tuple 
G = ( V, T, S, P), where V is a nonempty, finite set of symbols, the uocuhulary, T c V is 
a set of terminals, N = V- Tis the set of nonterminal symbols, SEN is the initial symbol, 
and P c N x V* is a finite set of productions. 
For (x,n)~P, we write X+x. Relation P is extended to a relation P# c V* x V* 
as follows: 
(;1,6)~P# (or ;l*S) iff y=aXt, 6=arr, and (X,M)EP. 
The transitive closure of =P, written as **, allows us to define the languuge generated 
by G, L(G): 
t(G) = ( w ( S ** ~1, and WET* >. 
A derivation sequence for weL(G) is a linear proof that M;EL(G), i.e., a sequence 
S=r r3a,*...*x,=w. 
Finally, a derioation tree for (I string wsL(G) is an ordered tree such that 
(1) every node has a label in V, 
(2) the label of the root is S, 
(3) every nonleaf node has label in N, 
(4) every leaf node has label in T, 
(5) if a node with label X has as direct descendants nodes with labels X1, . . , X,, in 
that order, then X+X1 . ..X. is a production in P, and 
(6) the labels of the leaf nodes, visited from left to right, form string w. 
1.1. From programs to induced structured transition systems 
In this section we show how to define the category of the programs of a certain 
formalism and that of the corresponding transition systems, and how to associate with 
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each program its induced structured transition system, i.e., a system which faithfully 
mimics its operational behavior. As anticipated in the Introduction, in many cases 
a program has a natural structure on the states, and its induced transition system is 
obtained by lifting that structure to the transitions, too. In order to describe this 
process formally, we introduce the notion of internalization, which allows us to define 
the semantics of programs and transition systems, leaving the actual structure of 
states and transitions as a parameter. 
A simple example will explain the basic rationale of the technique of internaliz- 
ation. A (directed) graph is a tuple G= ( V, T, cYo,dl), where V is a set of nodes, T 
is a set of arcs, a, and 8, : T+ V are the source and target functions, respectively 
(as usual, we write t : u+u if a,(t) = u and 13, (t) = u). A graph morphism f: 
(V,T,&,C?,)-+( V’,T’,$,,8;) is a pair (fO,fi) of functions, with fO: V-V’, 
fi: T+T’, such that for all tET, &(fl(t))=fo(8,(t)) and 8;(f1(t))=fo(8,(t)). 
The category having all (small) graphs as objects and graph morphisms as arrows is 
called Graph. 
Presented in this way, a graph can be considered as described internally to the 
category Set, which has sets as objects and total functions as arrows. In fact, T and 
I/ are both objects of Set, while 8, and a, are arrows of Set; thus, a graph is just 
a diagram with the following shape in Set: 
Moreover, graph morphisms are pairs of arrows of Set, which commute when 
composed with the source (or the target) arrows. 
Let us now consider structured graphs, i.e., graphs whose collections of arcs and 
nodes have a richer structure than a simple set. In many situations, the algebraic 
structure of arcs and nodes is similar, and the source and target mappings are required 
to preserve that structure. If C is the category of these algebraic structures, then 
a structured graph can be regarded as a diagram having the same shape as above, but 
this time in category C. This yields to the definition of internal graphs. 
Definition 1.1.1 (internal graphs). Let C be a category. An internal graph of Cis a tuple 
G=(cO,cl,~,,~,), where 
l co and c1 are objects of C (shortly, c,,c,~lCl), and 
0 a,, d1 : cl +co are arrows of C. 
Let G=(co,c,,do,~,) and G’=(cb,c;,&,,a;) be two internal graphs of C. An 
internal graph morphism f: G-+G’ is a pair (fo,fi) of arrows of C (fo:co+cb, 
fi : cl-c;) such that fi ;&, =ao;fo and fi ;a; =a, ;fo. Graph(C) is the category 
having internal graphs of C as objects, and internal graph morphisms as arrows. 
Needless to say, a (unlabeled, unstructured) transition system is just a graph having 
the nodes as states or configurations, and the arcs as transitions. Analogously, a C- 
structured transition system is an internal graph of category C, i.e., an object of 
Graph(C). 
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Often transition systems are equipped with one idle transition for each state. These 
transitions have an interesting interpretation if some composition operation is defined 
over states: in this case they model the fact that part of the global state can remain idle 
during a transition, and, therefore, they introduce asynchronicity in the evolution of 
the system. Structured transition systems with idle transitions are faithfully modelled 
by internal rejlexive graphs. 
Definition 1.1.2 (internal rejlexive graphs). A reJlexive graph R= ( V, T,a,,a,,id) is 
a graph (V, T, a,, a,) equipped with a function id: V-+T such that for each VE V, 
a,(id(v))= a,(id(v))= v. Similarly, an internal rejlexive graph ofC (c,,, cl, a,, a,, id) is 
an internal graph of C, (co, ci, a,,, a,), with an additional arrow id: co-+cl such that 
id; 8, =id; d, =id,, (the identity of object co). RGraph(C) is the category having 
internal reflexive graphs of C as objects, and internal reJlexive graph morphisms as 
arrows, i.e., internal graph morphisms which preserve identities (i.e., such that 
id ;fi =fo ; id’). 
It is well known that the obvious forgetful functor RGraph+Graph has a left 
adjoint functor R : Graph-+RGraph. Informally, if G is a graph, R[G] is obtained by 
adding one reflexive arc to each node of G. The following proposition is a first 
example showing how a simple construction can be generalized to internal structures, 
provided that the universe category satisfies certain properties. 
Proposition 1.1.3 (the free internal reflexive graph). Zf C is a category with binary 
coproducts, then the obvious forgetful finctor U :RGraph(C)+Graph(C) has a 
left adjoint Rc:Graph(C)+RGraph(C). Zf G=(~~,c,,a~,a,)~~Graph(C)~, then 
Rc[ G] = (co, cl + co, [a,, id,,], [a,, id,,], in2), where + denotes the coproduct of ob- 
jects in C, [_,_I denotes copairing of arrows, and in2 : co-c1 +co is the second 
injection. The unit of the adjunction is Y]G=(idco,inl) (see Dejinition A.2). 
Proof. Rc[G] is clearly an internal reflexive graph of C. For the universal prop- 
erty, let H~lRGraph(C)l and f=(fo,fi): G+U[H] be an internal graph mor- 
phism. Then the unique way to define h:Rc[G]-+H, such that f=qc; U[h], is 
h=<fo>fi +fo). 0 
Although internal (possibly reflexive) graphs are a good formalization of the notion 
of structured transition systems, for which we assume an identical structure for states 
and transitions, they are not flexible enough to represent programs, which, as 
suggested above, usually have a richer structure on states than on transitions. 
Therefore, we introduce the notion of heterogeneous graphs, i.e., graphs where the 
collections of arcs and of nodes can be objects of distinct categories related by 
a functor. 
Definition 1.1.4 (heterogeneous graphs). Let C and B be two categories such that 
a functor H : C-+B exists. Then G = (c, b, do, a, ) is a heterogeneous graph with arcs 
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in B and nodes in C (ouer H) if CEICI, b~lB1, and a,,a, :b+H[c] are arrows of 
B. A heterogeneous graph morphism f: (c, b, a,,a,)+(c’, b’,&,,a;) is a pair 
(fO,fi), where fi : b-+b’ is an arrow of B, fO:c+c’ is an arrow of C, such that 
fi;&=&,;H[fO] and fi;a;=a,;H[fO]. Graph(B,C,H) is the category having 
heterogeneous graphs with arcs in B and nodes in C (over H) as objects, and 
heterogeneous graph morphisms as arrows. If H : C+ B is a forgetful functor which is 
clear from the context, as in all the cases considered in this paper, Graph(B, C, H) will 
be denoted shortly by Graph( B, C). 
Let us show how a context-free grammar can be faithfully represented as a hetero- 
geneous graph. In the rest of the paper we will call Mon the category having monoids 
as objects and monoid homomorphisms as arrows. 
Definition 1.1.5 (context-free grammars as heterogeneous graphs with distinguished 
nodes). A context-free grammar G = ( V, T, S, P) can be regarded as a graph having 
the set of productions as arcs, the elements of the free monoid V* as nodes, an initial 
node S and a set of final nodes T*. In what follows, G will be considered as a triple 
(Ho, S, T*), where Ho = ( V*, P, x0, x1) is an objects of category Graph(Set, Mon), 
and q,, rci : P+ V* are the two projections mapping each production to its left-hand 
and its right-hand side, respectively. 
Since the monoidal structure of the nodes of a grammar (i.e., the monoid of words 
over vocabulary V) is free, it could seem more reasonable to consider a grammar G as 
an object of Graph(Set, FMon), where FMon is the full subcategory of Mon including 
allfree monoids. However, technical reasons which will be explained later (see Section 
1.2) suggest to use its super-category Mon, instead. 
It must be stressed that the last definition also applies to non-context-free gram- 
mars. Actually, most of the definitions and results about grammars presented in this 
part hold for arbitrary grammars, except those which explicitly mention derivation 
trees. 
The following result shows that if the functor H : C-+B has a left adjoint F : B+C, 
then there is an induced adjunction between the categories Graph(B,C,H) and 
Graph(C) as well. If H is a forgetful functor, this adjunction formalizes the process of 
“lifting” the structure from the states to the transitions. The proof is in the Appendix 
(Proof A.4). 
Proposition 1.1.6 (from heterogeneous graphs to internal graphs). Let C and B be two 
categories such that there exists a functor H : C+ B with left adjoint F : B+C. Moreover, 
let H’ be thefunctor H' : Graph(C)+Graph(B, C, H) naturally induced by H, defined as 
H’C(c,,c,,a,,a,>I=(cg,HCcll,HCa,l,HCa,l> on objects, and 
H’C(fo,fi>l=(fo,HCfil> on arrows. 
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Then H’ has a left adjoint F’ : Graph(B, C, H)-+Graph(C), de$ned as follows: 
F’[(c,b,a,,a,>]=(~,F[b],F[~~];~~, F[~,];E,) on objects, and 
F’C(fo,fi>l=(fo,FCfil> on arrows, 
where E : FH+ 1~ is the counit of the adjunction (F, H, q) (see Dejinition A.2). 
The last result can be used (together with Proposition 1.1.3) to generate the 
structured transition system induced by a program. Indeed, if C and B are two 
categories with a forgetful functor U: C+B and left adjoint F: B+C, and if C has 
binary coproducts, then the functor R ~0 F’: Graph(B, C)+RGraph(C) is automat- 
ically defined, and associates with each heterogeneous graph a free reflexive internal 
graph of the more structured category C. 
Let us apply this construction to our case study. The definition of the language 
generated by a grammar G = ( V, T, S, P) (Definition 1.1) involves the definition of 
a transition system having P# as transitions. P’ is generated from the productions in 
P by an inference rule which extends the application of a single production to an 
arbitrary context. One could allow the parallel application of many productions to 
a string as well, by defining a more general inference rule. In this case, the resulting 
transition system would be still sound (i.e., the generated language would be the same), 
but more interesting for other kinds of semantics, which consider, for example, all the 
(possibly parallel) derivations of a string. The interesting fact is that the transitions 
corresponding to parallel applications of productions are exactly the arcs of the free 
internal reflexive graph generated by a grammar, regarded as a heterogeneous graph. 
Definition 1.1.7 (the structured transition system induced by a grammar). Let 
G=(HG,S, T*) be a grammar, with HG=( V’*,P,~~~,n~)~IGraph(Set,Mon)~ as in 
Definition 1.1.5. Since category Mon has binary coproducts, and the forgetful functor 
Mon+Set has a left adjoint, by Propositions 1.1.3 and I. 1.6 we can define the functor 
R Mon~F’ as the composition of RMon: Graph(Mon)+RGraph(Mon) and 
F’ : Graph(Set, Mon)+Graph(Mon). We will call TS[ G] A ( RMon 0 F’[H,], S, T*) 
the transition system induced by G. With a reasonable overloading of symbols, we will 
denote R Mm o F’CH,I by J-S EHGI. 
The structure of TS [ G] can be made more explicit; in fact, it is easy to check that 
the reflexive graph TS[H,] is exactly ( V*, (P + V)*, XL, z\, id), where 
id: V*+(P+ V)* is the inclusion, rcb, rr; are the obvious extensions of rrO,rcl, and 
+ denotes coproduct in Set, i.e., disjoint union. 
For example, consider the simple grammar G= ( V= { (,), S}, T= { (,)}, 
S, P = { p1 : S+SS, p2 : S+(S), p3 : S+( ) 1) which generates all the strings of balanced 
parentheses. The transition system induced by G, TS [ G], contains as transitions all 
the finite strings over Vu P. For instance, string (p1p2)Sp3 is a transition from (SS)SS 
to (SS(S))S( ), and models the parallel application of productions p1,p2, and p3 to 
respectively, the first, second, and fourth occurrence of S in (SS)SS. 
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1.2. From the transition system to the free model 
Following the outline in the Introduction, we discuss now the generation of thefree 
model of a structured transition system. In the case of an unstructured transition 
system (i.e., a possibly reflexive graph), its free model is naturally defined as its free 
category of computations. In fact, it is well known that the obvious forgetful functor 
Cat+RGraph has a left adjoint C: RGraph+Cat. If G is a reflexive graph, C[G] is 
obtained by adding to G a new arc t . 1 ,...;t,:a,(t,)~a,(t,) for each sequence 
( tl, .., t,) of “composable” arcs of G (i.e., such that dl(ti)=ao(ti+ 1)), and imposing 
the absorption of identities. 
Considering, instead, C-structured transition systems (i.e., systems having as the 
collection of states (or transitions) an object of the category C, instead of a set), as 
hinted in the Introduction, we may extend the structure of transitions consistently to 
the entire computations, by performing the construction of the free category internally 
to C. In fact, the resulting category will have the same algebraic structure on states 
and arrows. 
Let us discuss briefly the notion of internal category. As for graphs, a category 
(Definition A.l) can be regarded as a suitable diagram in the category Set. In fact, the 
only problem could concern the fact that the operation of arrow composition is 
usually defined as a partial function, while the arrows of category Set are total 
functions; however, arrow composition can be regarded as a total function having as 
domain the set { (t, t’) ) 2, (t) = d,(f)), which is categorically defined as a pullback in 
Set. Moreover, the axioms for categories can be rephrased as a requirement of 
commutativity for suitable diagrams in Set. Then an internal category of C can be 
defined simply by substituting category Set with C (see Definition A.l). Cat(C) is the 
category having all internal categories of C as objects, and internalfinctors as arrows, 
i.e., internal reflexive graph morphisms which preserve arrow composition. 
It is natural to ask under which conditions the construction of the free category of 
a (reflexive) graph can be generalized to the internal case, i.e., which properties 
a category C must satisfy in order to guarantee the existence of the left adjoint for the 
obvious forgetful functor Cat(C)+RGraph(C). The following result presents two 
sufficient conditions for the existence of that adjoint and is, therefore, fundamental in 
the algebraic formalization of our methodology. This theorem summarizes the results 
reported in [9]; the proofs are sketched in Section A.1 of the Appendix. 
Theorem 1.2.1 (from internal graphs to internal categories). (a) 1fC is the category of 
models in Set of‘s left-exact sketch, then the forgetful functor Cat(C)-+RGraph(C) has 
a left adjoint Cc:RGraph(C)-+Cat(C). 
(b) Let C be a category with allfinite limits and colimits, with all w-colimits, such that 
finite limits commute with co-colimits. Then thefirgetfiljmctor Cat(C)+RGraph(C) 
has a leji adjoint Cc:RGraph(C)-+Cat(C). 
The definitions of left-exact sketches and of their models are recalled briefly in the 
Appendix (Definition A.2.1); we refer to [3,4] for a comprehensive introduction to 
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these notions. For our goals, it is sufficient to stress that many interesting categories 
can be characterized as categories of models of a left-exact sketch (also called 
essentially algebraic categories). For example, many categories of algebras (like rings, 
groups, (commutative) monoids, etc.) enjoy this property, and also Graph, RGraph, 
Cat, PreOrd (the category of preorder-s), PO (the category of partial orders), and Cart 
(the category of small Cartesian categories) are essentially algebraic. 
The two sufficient conditions of Theorem 1.2.1 have complementary advantages. 
The first one is stronger (it implies the second one), but it is more usable, since the 
essentially algebraic categories have been extensively studied in category theory. 
However, the corresponding proof (see Section A.2.1) uses general results of sketch 
theory; thus, it lacks concreteness and does not help to catch the computational 
intuition which lies behind the construction of the free category, namely, the genera- 
tion of all the computations of a system by “concatenating” the original transitions. 
On the contrary, the proof of the second statement (Section A.2.2) provides an explicit 
construction of the free internal category, characterized as the colimit of a chain of 
partial approximations. The proof uses the categorical version of the Knaster-Tarski 
fixpoint theorem and is, therefore, closer to techniques widely used in computer 
science. 
As an application of the last theorem, we consider the free model of a context-free 
grammar. The transition system induced by a grammar has been defined in Definition 
1.1.7 as an internal reflexive graph of Mon, equipped with some additional informa- 
tion (the initial and final states). Since category Mon is algebraic, the free internal 
category of every internal graph exists. The internal categories of Mon are exactly 
the strict monoidal categories [25]; it can be checked easily that the free model 
of a grammar is nothing more than its syntax category as defined, for example, 
in [6]. 
Definition 1.2.2 (thefree model of a grammar). Let G = ( HG, S, T* ) be a grammar and 
TS [ G] = (TS [ Ho], S, T* ) be its induced transition system. Moreover, let 
C Mo,,:RGraph(Mon)+Cat(Mon) be the left adjoint functor that exists by Theorem 
1.2.1, because Mon is the category of models of a sketch in Set. Then the free model of 
G is [GJF~(CMon[TSIHG]],S,T*), i.e., the free internal category of TS[HG], 
equipped with initial and final states. 
It is worth making explicit the structure of [GI]r, showing how it can be generated 
from the original grammar. In what follows, by [Cl F we will denote only the category 
Proposition 1.2.3 (the structure of the free model of a grammar). Let G = (HG, S, T*) 
be a grammar and [GJF be its free model. Then the arrows of [ GJp are generated from 
the productions of G (i.e., from the arcs of HG) by the following inference rules and 
equations. 
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INC: 
t:u+v in P 
t:u-+v in [GjF’ 
ID: 
UE v* 
id,:u+u in IGIJF’ 
OP: 
t:u+v, t’:u’-+v’ in [GJF 
COMP: 
t:u+v, t’:v+w in [GjF 
t-t’:u*u’-+v-v’ in [GJF ’ t;t’:u-+w in [[GjF ’ 
Equations: 
IDOP: id,.,=id;id,, 
UNIT: t -id,= t = id, - t, where E is the empty string, i.e., the unit of V*, 
ASSOC: (t,‘t*).t3=tl.(t2.t3), 
UNIT‘: id,;t=t and t;id,=t if t:u+v, 
ASSOC’: (tl;t*);t3=tl;(tZ;t3), 
EXCH: (tl;tz).(t3;t4)=(tl.t3);(tZ.t4) ifall compositions are dejned. 
Proof (outline) (see Dejinition A.l). The arrows of [IGnF form a monoid (by OP, 
ASSOC, and UNIT); ID generates all the identities; the monoidal structure is 
preserved by id (by IDOP, UNIT), and by the source and target functions, which are 
implicitly defined by the inference rules; moreover, the arrows are closed under 
a sequential composition operation (COMP) which satisfies the axioms of categories 
(UNIT’, ASSOC’); finally, ; is a monoid homomorphism by EXCH. Thus, [GIF is 
actually an internal category of Mon. The universal property can be proved by 
standard techniques. c3 
Let us discuss briefly the choice of Mon as the universe category for grammars. 
Although the states of a grammar (regarded as a heterogeneous graph) have a more 
constrained structure (they form indeed afree monoid), we could not choose FMon as 
the universe category where to perform the construction of the free model, because 
FMon does not satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 1.2.1 (it is not finitely cocomplete). 
This is quite a general situation: in order to satisfy the (strong) requirements on the 
universe category, often one has to choose a category which is bigger than the one 
which, at a first glance, could seem natural to consider. The following fact ensures that 
widening the category of the structures of states we do not go into troubles, since the 
states are preserved by the construction of the free model. 
Proposition 1.2.4 (the generation of the free category preserves the states). Let C be 
a category with all pullbacks and let G be an internal graph of C. Then the free internal 
category of C generated by G, if it exists, has exactly the nodes of G as objects (up to 
isomorphisms). 
Proof (outline). Suppose that G= (c,,, cl, a,, 8,) is an internal graph of C, that 
C=(cb ,c;,&,,a;,id,comp) is its free category, that c,,$cb, and that qG:G+U[C] 
is the component on G of the unit of the adjunction. Then it is possible to construct 
a category C’= (cg,cY, a{, &‘, id”, camp”) with c{ =cO, a morphism h: G+U[C’], 
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and a functor h’: C’-+C such that U[h’] 0 h = qG; since functor h’ cannot be an 
isomorphism (because its component on objects is ho=qco: cg+cb, which is not an 
isomorphism by hypothesis), this contradicts the universality of (C, yap) to U. The 
crucial point in this construction is the definition of object c;’ and of arrow h, : cl +c;‘. 
They are determined as in Fig. 1, where PB(f;g) denotes the pullback object of arrows 
f and g. Object c;’ is the pullback object of arrows rcO and rcI, where rcO (nI) is obtained 
as a projection of the pullback of 2; and ylGO (of 8, and qGo). The dashed arrows are 
uniquely determined by the universal property of pullbacks. 
For the remaining items of the category C’, ab: and 2:: c’+cg are obtained as 
suitable compositions of projections, while id”: c~--+c~ and camp”: c;’ x0 c;‘-tc;’ are 
uniquely determined in appropriate diagrams by the universal property of c;‘. Finally, 
the check of commutativity for all the diagrams reported in Definition A.1 is lengthy 
but straightforward. 0 
1.3. Defining the class of acceptable models 
The construction presented in the last section generates from a structured transition 
system its free model, i.e., a structured category having on arrows the same (algebraic) 
structure as that of states and transitions. By the freedom property, the computations 
of the free model are subjected to the least amount of identification compatible with 
the algebraic structure. A more abstract model can be obtained from the free category 
by imposing an equivalence relation over the arrows: requiring that the equivalence be 
a congruence with respect to the operations on arrows, one automatically defines an 
internal functor from the free model to another internal category of the same universe. 
As discussed in the Introduction, we require that all the models of a system have the 
same collection of states: this is justified by the nature of the formalisms we describe 
with our methodology (like grammars, logic programming, Petri nets), for which 
usually no abstraction mechanism is defined over states - all the states are observable. 
Such a requirement would be too restrictive for formalisms like CCS or other process 
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description languages, for which various notions of equivalence among states have 
been defined. Some attempts to apply similar categorical techniques to those formal- 
isms are reported in [ 16,17, lo]. 
Definition 1.3.1 (the class of acceptable models of a structured transition system). Let 
T be a C-structured transition system (where C is supposed to satisfy the hypotheses of 
Theorem 1.2.1) and let [[ TjF be its free model. Then the category of models of T, 
Mod(T), is the subcategory of the slice category (1 T],lCat(C)) (Definition A.3) 
including just functors which are isomorphisms on objects and epi on arrows. In other 
words, a model of T is a pair (h : [T] F+M, M), where M is an internal category of 
C and h is an internal functor which is iso on objects and epi on arrows. Moreover, 
given two models (h, M) and (h’, M’) of T, f: (h, M)+( h’, M’) is an arrow of 
Mod(T) if it is an internal functor f: M+M’ such that h;f= h’. 
The requirement for the functors to be epi on arrows is needed to disallow the 
presence in a model of arrows which are not obtained as equivalence classes of the 
computations of the free model. On the other hand, the requirement that all the states 
should be observable is met by requiring that the functors be iso on objects. 
Obviously, the free model of a system T is the initial object of Mod(T) (by 
improperly identifying [ T] F with (id I[~;,, [ T] F)). In addition Mod(T) also has a final 
object, which is the most abstract or less informative model. In the unstructured case, 
the final model can be obtained by identifying all the computations between each pair 
of states: the resulting category is a preorder (i.e., a category with at most one arrow 
between each pair of states). The structured case is similar, since an internal preorder 
can be defined as an internal category such that the arrow (8,,8,) :cl+cO x cc, is 
manic (see [9] for details). The category of internal preorders of a universe category 
C is denoted PreOrd(C). 
Proposition 1.3.2 (structure of Mod( T)). Let T be a C-structured transition system, and 
Mod(T) be its category of models. Then Mod(T) has an initial object (idITIF, [ TnF), 
and a$nal object (PO, [ Tnlo), where [ TJlo is the free internal preorder of C generated 
by T, while po : [ T] F + [ T] to is the unit of the adjunction determined by the fact that the 
inclusion functor PreOrd(C)+Cat(C) has a left adjoint. [TIIo is also called the 
input-output model of T. 
The reason of the input-output qualification for this model should be clear (at least 
in the unstructured case). If T is a transition system, an arrow a < b of [T],, expresses 
the fact that if a is chosen as initial state, then b is a possible outcome (i.e., a possible 
final state) of a computation of T (indeed, ad b iff there is at least one computation 
t : a-+b in the free model [T] F). 
Before concluding this section, let us define two specific semantics for a context-free 
grammar, exploiting the algebraic framework. As suggested in the Introduction (see 
also [9]), a specific semantics can be defined by first choosing a model at the desired 
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level of abstraction, and then by extracting from it the desired structure of computa- 
tions (e.g., a set, a tree, a partial order, or whatever). 
We show first how the language generated by a grammar can be recovered using 
this technique. Since the language is just the subset of strings of terminal symbols 
which are reachable through a derivation from the initial symbol (the existence of 
more than one derivation for a string is not relevant), it is sufficient to consider the 
input-output model. 
Proposition 1.3.3 (the input-output model of a grammar). Given a context- 
free grammar G=(Ho,S,T*), the input-output model of G is [GJ,oA 
< POM~~[TS CHCI 1, S, T* >, where POM~” [TS[Hc]] is the free internal preorder of 
Mon generated by the induced transition system of G. [Gl]1o can be characterized with 
the same inference rules and equations of Proposition 1.2.3, plus the following conditional 
equation: 
t:u+u, t’:u-+u E [Gnlo 
t=t’ 
A standard categorical technique which can be used to extract from a preorder 
the set of objects reachable from a given object is that of comma categories 
(Definition A.3). 
Proposition 1.3.4 (the language generated by a grammar). Let G = (Ha, S, T*) be 
a grammar, let S : {s} +POMon [TS[Hc]] be the obvious inclusion functor of the 
discrete category including just the initial symbol, and similarly for 
T*: T*-+PO tvron[TS [Ha]]. Then the set of objects of the comma category (Sl T*), i.e., 
I(Sl T*)l, is isomorphic to the language generated by G. 
Proof (sketch). It is easy to check that there is one derivation sequence for a string 
WET* in G iff there is one arrow in [GIF from S to w, iff S<~G~,Ow, iff 
<S, w, < >~l(Sl T*)l. 0 
It should be stressed that in the last proposition POM,,[TS[H,]] has been 
considered as a preorder in Set and not in Mon: in fact, {S>, as a discrete category, is 
not an internal category of Mon; thus, the functor S : {S} +POM,,[TS [Ho]] must be 
defined from {S} to the preorder obtained from POMon [TS [ Ho]] by forgetting the 
monoidal structure of states and arrows. This is quite a general situation: after 
choosing one suitable model of a transition system (i.e., a structured category), in 
order to extract a specific semantics one has to take into account some distinguished 
states (typically, the initial and the final ones). This forces to forget (part of) the 
structure of the model. It should be stressed that this is not due to the use of comma 
categories. In fact, since a comma category can be defined by a suitable universal 
construction in category Cat (see [25, p. 48]), also this notion could be internalized by 
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considering the same construction in Cat(C). For example, if we consider a grammar 
with a monoid of initial symbols, say {S)*, we could consider the internal comma 
category of Mon, ({S}* 1 T*), and then take its monoid of objects as the language 
generated by the grammar. 
Let us now consider the second semantics for grammars. The idea is to associate 
with a grammar the set of all its derivation trees. Quite interestingly, this semantics 
can be defined in the same way as the generated language, just changing the abstrac- 
tion level. In fact, the arrows of the free model are isomorphic to the derivation trees. 
Proposition 1.3.5 (the set of derivation trees of a grammar). Let G= (Ho, S, T*) 
be a grammar, and [G~~=(CM~~[TS[H~]],S,T*) be its free model. Let 
S: { S}-+CM,,[TS[H,]] be the obvious inclusion jiinctor of the discrete category 
including just the initial symbol, and similarly for T* : T*+CMon[TSIHG]]. Then the 
set ofobjects ofthe comma category (SJ T*), i.e., [(Sl T*)l is isomorphic to the set ofall 
derivation trees of G. 
Proof (outline). We have to show that there is an isomorphism between the set of 
arrows of [LGlr from S to a string WET* and the set of derivation trees for w; then the 
result follows by the structure of the comma category (Sl T*). In fact, each arrow of 
[Glr can be associated with an ordered forest whose nodes are occurrences of either 
productions of P or symbols of V(this can be done by structural induction, exploiting 
the inference rules of Proposition 1.2.3). Every occurrence of a production symbol has 
as many sons as the length of its right-hand side, while every occurrence of a symbol of 
V has exactly one son. In particular, if f: S-t w, then the associated forest is a tree (i.e., 
a forest with just one root node). Erasing from this tree all the symbols of V(except of 
the minimal and the maximal ones), one gets a tree which is isomorphic to a derivation 
tree for w (simply substitute each occurrence of a production by its left-hand side). It 
can be shown that this mapping from arrows to derivation trees is well defined, 
because it does not depend on the particular representative chosen for the arrow 
f (i.e., the equations of Proposition 1.2.3 preserve the simplified forest associated with 
an arrow). Conversely, from each derivation tree for w one can easily obtain an arrow 
of [Gjr from S to w, which has itself as associated derivation tree. 0 
I.4 Defining the methodology 
Putting together all the definitions and results presented in the previous sections, let 
us summarize the steps of our methodology. 
Definition 1.4.1 (guidelines for the methodology). Suppose we have a class of “pro- 
grams” Prog. The following steps define a methodology which associates each pro- 
gram in Prog with a class of models. 
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(1) Determine the “natural” structure of the states and of the transitions of pro- 
grams in Prog, and what the morphisms among systems in Prog are, in order to regard 
Prog as a category. This category has the form Graph(B,C), i.e., it is a category of 
heterogeneous graphs with states in C and transitions in B. In general C is more 
structured than B; thus, there exists a forgetful functor U : C+B. To be able to apply 
the next steps, one has to look for its left adjoint F: B+C. 
(2) Define a category of transition systems which model the dynamic behavior of the 
programs of Prog. This category usually has the form RGraph(C), i.e., it is the 
category of reflexive internal graphs having both transitions and states in C. If C has 
binary coproducts, by Propositions 1.1.3 and 1.1.6 the forgetful functor 
U : RGraph(C)+Graph(B, C) has a left adjoint F: Graph(B, C)+RGraph(C), which 
associates with a system its induced trunsition system. 
(3) Define a category of models for transition systems. This category usually has the 
form Cat(c), i.e., it includes internal categories of C. If C satisfies the hypotheses of 
Theorem 1.2.1, the forgetful functor Cat(C)+Rgraph(C) has a left adjoint Cc, which 
associates with each transition system its,free model. 
(4) Define the category Mod(P) of ucceptable models of a program PEProg, i.e., 
a suitable subcategory of Cat(C), rooted at the free model of P. Some models of 
Mod(P), corresponding to different semantics of P at various levels of abstraction, can 
be determined via suitable categorical techniques. For example, if we require that all 
models have the same structure of objects, the final object of Mod(P) exists and it is 
the free internal preorder generated by the transition system induced by P. 
This methodology can be considered as a significant example of the way category 
theory provides guidelines for formulating definitions, as stressed in [20]. Having 
characterized the basic constructions as left adjoint functors, the generation of the free 
models for the programs belonging to a given formalism simply reduces to the 
definition of the category of point (1) above, i.e., to the choice of the right structure for 
states (C) and for transitions (B). In fact, if category C satisfies the hypotheses of 
Theorem 1.2.1, everything else is uniquely determined, thanks to the uniqueness of left 
adjoints. 
The “universe” category is actually the parameter of the methodology. Taking 
category Set as universe, one gets the classic (unstructured) transition systems; Mon 
(the category of monoids) serves for phrase structure grammars (as shown above); 
CMon (the category of commutative monoids) is the right universe for the treatment 
of Petri Nets (which are not considered here); and, finally, SCart (the category of small, 
strict Cartesian categories) is shown to be the right universe for the treatment of logic 
programs, which is presented in the second part of the paper. 
1.4.1. Compositionalitl 
By the above definitions the programs of a formalism, the corresponding structured 
transition systems, and the models, all are objects of suitable categories. Therefore, 
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one can consider composition operations on programs (transition systems, models) 
defined in terms of categorical constructions. As stressed in [20], colimits in a category 
provide a powerful tool to describe systems in a modular way: given a diagram whose 
objects are elementary components and whose arrows state how the components have 
to be connected, the colimit of the diagram intuitively represents the resulting global 
system. 
One relevant advantage of the extensive use of free constructions in the definition of 
the various steps of the methodology lies in the fact that the resulting semantics is 
intrinsically compositional. In fact, the free constructions are characterized as left 
adjointfunctors between suitable categories, and by a general result of category theory 
left adjoints preserve colimits [25]. As a consequence, the generation of the induced 
transition system is compositional with respect to colimit constructions, and similarly 
the construction of the initial and final models. For the last one, compositionality 
holds because the final model has been characterized as a free construction too, 
namely, as the free internal preorder. 
Compositionality in general does not hold for other models (different from the 
initial and the final ones), nor for composition operations defined in terms of limits. 
For what concerns the specific semantics defined with comma category techniques, 
like the ones presented in Section 1.3, these are in general not compositional. For 
example, it is fairly obvious that if G and G’ are two grammars (over the same 
vocabulary), in general the union of their productions does not generate the union of 
their languages. 
These considerations fully justify, a posterior?, the choice of quite complex struc- 
tures (i.e., internal categories) as models of a program. In fact, although usually the 
actual semantics one is interested in has a much simpler structure, by decomposing 
the definition of such semantics in two phases (i.e., the choice of the right model, and 
the extraction of the desired structure), one can exploit the compositionality up to the 
last step of the definition. A simple example would make this point clear. 
Example 1.4.2 (an almost compositional construction of the language of the union of 
grammars). Let G = ( HG = ( V*, P, rc,,, n1 ), S, T*) and G = ( HG = ( V*, P, no, 7~~ ), S, T*) 
be two grammars over the same vocabulary, regarded as heterogeneous graphs as in 
Definition 1.1.5. Moreover, let G’= ( HGr, S, T*) be the grammar having the same 
vocabulary, and as productions, the union of P and P : H,, can be characterized as the 
pushout object of the following diagram in Graph(S& Mon), where Hv = ( V*, 8,8,0) 
is the heterogeneous graph with the same nodes and no arcs, and f: HV+HG and 
g: H,+H, are the obvious inclusions: _ 
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Then the language generated by G’ can be obtained by computing the pushout object 
of the following diagram in PreOrd(Mon) (where PO stands for POM,,,), and by 
applying to it the comma category construction defined in Proposition 1.3.4: 
POCTSCHvll - POCSCHGII 
POCTSCHciII A POCTSCH,Il+POCTSCH,II _ _ 
For example, if V={S,X,a,b,c}, T={a,b,c}, P={S-+bjX}, and t=(S+a, X-W}, 
one has that {a,b}=L(G)uL(G)#L(GuG)={u,b,c}. On the other hand, the 
free preorders generated by G-and G are PO[TS[H,]]={Sdb,SdX} and 
PO[TS[H,]]={S <a, X <c>, and their pushout over PO[TS[H,]] in Pre- 
Ord(Mon) is {Sdb, S<X, Sbu, Xdc, Sdc} which is exactly PO[TS[H,,]]. By 
taking the objects of the comma category I(S 1 T*)I over this preorder one obtains 
{(Ku, <>,<&b, <>,(S, c, < ) } g {a, b, c}, as expected. 
I.5 A related approach 
The methodology presented in this part should be compared with a related work by 
Meseguer. In a recent paper ([27]), he proposed a categorical semantics for concurrent 
rewriting systems, which are considered as a unified model of concurrency. It is shown 
that the programs of a wide class of paradigms (including functional, logical, and 
object-oriented programming, Turing machines, Petri nets, chemical abstract machin- 
es, and others) can be represented as concurrent rewriting systems over a suitable 
equational signature (C, E), which depends on the specific formalism. Such systems 
can also be regarded as theories of the so-called rewriting logic. Then a notion of model 
for such systems is proposed, which is essentially a category having a similar algebraic 
structure on both objects and arrows. The arrows of a model are abstract, concurrent 
computations of the rewriting systems, and the initial model is generated by a free 
construction which defines a left adjoint functor between the category of rewriting 
systems and that of models. The algebraic treatment of Petri nets of [28] can then be 
obtained by instantiating the general definitions for a specific signature. 
Although the relationship between rewriting and deduction in rewriting logic 
discussed by Meseguer is not considered in our framework, the two approaches seem 
to be strictly related. Indeed, our methodology can be applied to a concurrent 
rewriting system over an equational signature (C, E), by using the techniques 
presented in Part II for logic programs. The resulting free model should be similar to 
the one proposed in [27], since it should satisfy the same axioms (in short, it is the free 
2-category generated by the representation of the rewrite rules as 2-cells, having as 
horizontal arrows the arrows of category SCC[C]/, (see Propositions 1X.4.1 and 
11.4.2)). However, the analysis of the precise relationship between our approach and 
that of [27] is a topic which deserves further investigation. 
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Part II - An algebraic semantics for logic programming 
This part of the paper is devoted to the application of the methodology defined in 
Part I to logic programming. We will follow the guidelines summarized in Section 1.4, 
providing logic programs [24] with a new algebraic semantics which associates 
a category of models with each program. The universe category where the various 
constructions take place is SCart, i.e., the category of (small) strict Cartesian categories, 
i.e., categories with all finite products such that the product is strictly associative. 
After an introductory section, where we recall the basic definitions about logic 
programs, we show how to represent a program as a heterogeneous graph. In Section 
II.2 we discuss the structure of states: they are tuples of atomic formulas (i.e., goals), 
and can be represented as arrows of a strict Cartesian category (i.e., an object of SCart), 
following standard techniques which go back to the work of Lawvere [23] (see 
[2, 19, 321 for similar approaches). In Section II.3 we justify the fact that the 
transitions (i.e., the clauses of the program) should be regarded as the operators of 
a signature; thus, we introduce a category of signature Sign, and define the category of 
logic programs as Graph(Sign, SCart), i.e., the category including all heterogeneous 
graphs with a signature as arcs and a strict Cartesian category as nodes. In Section II.4 
we show that the obvious forgetful functor from SCart to Sign has a left adjoint SCC, 
whose existence is exploited in Section II.5 to generate the transition system induced 
by a program. This construction enriches the signature of clauses with a Cartesian 
categorical structure and yields an internal reflexive graph of SCart. 
Next, in Section II.6 we define the category of models associated with a program, 
proving the existence of the free and of the final (input-output) models. Finally, in 
Section II.7 we examine in depth the structure of the free model of a program, showing 
that (some of) its arrows represent suitable equivalence classes of refutations. This 
result is relevant for various reasons. On the one hand, it allows us to recover the least 
Herbrand model of the program and the set of all correct answer substitutions of any 
goal. On the other hand, more interestingly, it induces a very natural equivalence on 
refutations which is compatible with a rich set of operations, including sequential and 
parallel composition, instantiation and projections. These “abstract” refutations are 
partial orders of (instantiated) clauses, where two clauses which are applied to 
independent goals are unrelated. Furthermore, the usual compositionality results still 
hold: the generation of the “abstract” computations is compositional with respect to 
arbitrary operations on programs expressed in terms of colimits. 
The full treatment of this topic can be found in [9], while partial results are reported 
in [lo-131. 
11.1. Logic programming: syntax and operational semantics 
We introduce here the basic definitions concerning the syntax and semantics of pure 
logic programs (i.e., cut-free, negation-free). For the results presented in Section II.7 it 
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is sufficient to focus just on their operational semantics. The definitions essentially 
follow 1241, but some of them are suitably adapted in order to fit better into our 
categorical approach. 
Definition 11.1.1 (terms, ,formulas, substitutions, Herbrand universe and base). Let Z be 
a ranked set of function symbols (C = u,C,,), and Il be a ranked set of predicate 
symbols (I7 = U,n,,). The pair (Z, l7) is called a logic program (or lp-)signature, and 
is a special kind of two-sorted signature, since the sort of predicates cannot appear in 
the arity of any operator. In what follows, we will denote by T (for terms) the sort of 
the operators in Z, and by P (for predicates) that of the operators in Il. If P is 
a program, the lp-signature including its function and predicate symbols is denoted 
by CP. 
Let T” A (x1 , . . . , x,) be a canonical tuple of distinct variables, uniquely determined 
by its length; a term (over T”) is an element of Tz(T”), i.e., an element of the free 
C-algebra generated by T”. Note that we consider terms, formulas and substitutions 
over tuples (instead of sets) of variables. The set of all ground terms (i.e., terms without 
variables) is also called the Herbrand universe,for (C, n). 
An atomicformula over T” has the form p(tl, . , t,), where p is a predicate symbol, 
p~l7,, and tl, . . . . t, are terms over T”. A (conjunctive),formula is simply a tuple of 
atomic formulas. The set of all ground, atomic formulas is called the Herbrand base for 
(C, I7). The Herbrand base for the signature of a program P is denoted by BP. 
If T” and T” are canonical tuples of variables, a substitution from T” to T” is 
a function CJ: T”-+ T,(T”), also represented as (.uI/a(x,), . . ..x./a(x,)). Since the 
names of the variables are not essential (they are individuated by the position in the 
tuple), o can also be written as (u(,x~), . . . , I); thus, a substitution is simply a tuple 
of terms. 
If t is a term (formula) over T” and o is a substitution from T” to T”, the application 
of c to t, written as t 2 CJ, is the term (formula) over T” obtained by simultaneously 
substituting in tall the occurrences of the variables in T” with their image through g. 
The term (or formula) t 3 c is also called an instantiation of t. 
Finally, if r~ is a substitution from T” to T”, and CJ’ is a substitution from T’ to 
T”, their composition is the substitution 000’ from T’ to T”, defined as 
CT 0 (T’ 4 (0(x,) 0 CT’, ., CJ(X,) 0 a’). Given two substitutions c and o-‘, CJ is said to be 
more general than CJ’ if there exists a substitution 0 such that 0 0 0 = 0’. 
It must be stressed that, as usual in a categorical framework (e.g., [19]), but unlike 
the classical set-theoretic treatment [24], in this paper substitution composition and 
application are considered as partial functions. For example, cr’ 0 cr is defined iff ~7 is 
from T” to T”, C’ is from T’ to Tj, and m = j. 
Definition 11.12 (deJinite clauses, goals and logic programs). A definite clause c is an 
expression of the form 
H:-III,...,& (n>O), 
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where the symbol :- means logic implication (from right to left), , means logical 
conjunction, H is an atomic formula called the head of c, and (B,, . . . , B,), the body, is 
a formula. 
A goal G is an expression of the form 
:-G1,...,Gm (m>O), 
where (G,, . . . . G,) is a formula. Each Gi (16 i<m) is an atomic (sub-)goal of G. If 
m=O, then G is called the empty goal and is denoted by 0. 
A logic (or HCL) program P is a finite set of definite clauses. 
A logic program is associated with three different but equivalent semantics: 
the operational, the model-theoretic, and the fixpoint semantics. We briefly recall the 
definitions related to the operational semantics, referring to [24] for the other 
notions. 
In the operational reading of a logic program, the resolution rule states how to 
transform a goal into another, by unifying an atomic subgoal with the head of 
a clause, and then by substituting it with the corresponding body. The operational 
semantics is then defined as the set of all (ground) atomic formulas which can be 
transformed into the empty goal through a sequence of resolution steps. 
Definition 11.1.3 (unijication, resolution steps, refutations, and operational seman- 
tics). Two atomic formulas A and B unifv if there exists a substitution 8 such that 
A 0 8 = B 0 8. In this case % is called a unijier of A and B. The set of unifiers of any two 
atomic formulas is either empty, or it has a most general element (up to variable 
renaming) called the most general un$er (mgu). 
Given a clause c = H :-B 1, . . . , B, and a goal G = :- Gi, . . , GA, a (SLD-)resolution 
step involves the selection of an atomic goal Gi and the construction of the most 
general unifier (if any) 8 of H and Gi. The result of such a step is the new goal 
G’~:-(G1,...,Gi_l, B1,...,B,,Gi+l,..., G,) 0 8, called the resoluent of G and c. In 
this case we say that G’ is derived from G and c using 8, and we write G=z-,,~G’. 
Given a logic program P = {Ci}is~, a (SLD-)deriuation of a goal G in P is a (finite or 
infinite) sequence GO = G, Gi, . . . of goals, a sequence cl, c2, . . of clauses (the vari- 
ables of which are suitably renamed in order to avoid clashes with the variables of the 
goals), and a sequence %i , e2, . . of mgu’s such that each Gi+ 1 is derived from Gi and 
ci + I using %i+ 1 . A (SLD-) refutation of G is a finite derivation of G such that the last 
goal is the empty goal. If G*,,,O,G1 ~C2,02~~~~Cn,onG,= 0, we say that the refuta- 
tion has length n. In this case the substitution %=(%, 0 ... 0 %,,),v.,,,, (i.e., the 
restriction of %i 0.. . 0 8, to the variables of G) is called a computed answer substitution 
for G, and we write Gz* Cl. An unrestricted (SLD-)rejiitation of G is almost like a 
refutation, but the unifiers %i, %*, . . . . 8, are not required to be most general. Every 
instantiation of a computed answer substitution for G is called a correct answer 
substitution for G. 
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The operational semantics of a program P is defined as its success set SSp, i.e., the set 
of all ground atomic goals for which a refutation exists: 
SSp = {GE&IG+* q }. 
11.2. The structure of logic program states 
As stressed in Section 1.4, the main point in the application of our methodology to 
a class of programs is the choice of the right structure for the states and for the 
transitions, in order to regard a program as a heterogeneous graph. A logic program 
can be represented in a natural way as a graph, where the arcs are the program clauses 
and the nodes are goals, regarded as tuples of atomic formulas. For example, the 
clause c=(H:-Bi, . . ..B.) is simply an arc c:(Bi, . . ..B.)+(H). 
In fact, the behavior of a logic program P (with respect to an initial goal G) is 
operationally described as a sequence of resolution steps: each step transforms a goal 
into a new one (thus, the goals are the “global” states) through the application of 
a clause of P. The matching rule (mentioned in the Introduction) states that a clause 
c can be applied to a goal G iff the head of c unifies with an atomic goal of G with 
a most general unifier 8; the resulting goal is obtained by substituting in G the head of 
c with its body, and by instantiating the resulting formula with 8. 
Regarding a logic program as a graph, its nodes have quite a rich structure; the 
main operations (possibly partial) we can define over formulas (or goals) are: 
0 projections, to extract atomic formulas out of a tuple, 
l tupling, to build a tuple from its component atomic formulas, 
l application of a term substitution to a formula, 
0 unijication of two formulas. 
Moreover, since also substitutions are involved, we have to consider substitution 
composition, too. Formulas and substitutions constructed over a given logic program 
signature (C, n) can be represented as the arrows of a suitable (strict) cartesian 
category, in such a way that all the above operations directly correspond to basic 
categorical constructions. 
Definition 11.2.1 (strict Cartesian categories). A Cartesian category C is a category with 
a terminal object 1 E\ Cl, and with a product diagram for every pair of objects 
X, YEICI. A Cartesian category is strict if its objects form a monoid with the product 
as monoidal operation, and the terminal object as unit. More formally, a strict 
cartesian category is a 12-tuple 
where ( V, A, a,, dl, id, 0) is a category, ~ x _: V x V+ V is the product of objects, 
1: *+ I/ gives the terminal object (* is the terminal object of Set), fst and snd: 
Vx V-A give the projections, (_,_):A x ,OA+A is the pairing function (A x (?,,A 
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is the pullback object of A--+ 
v PII 
--A), and !: V+A maps every object X to the 
unique arrow ! X: X + 1. All these components have to satisfy the following axioms, 
including those of categories (CAT), those of products and terminal object (PROD), 
and those of monoids (MON): 
CAT: idynt=t, tOidx=t, if t:X+Y, 
(t 0 t’) 0 t” = t 0 (t’ 0 t”); 
PROD: ! Yot=!X, if t:X+Y, 
<fstx, Y ot, sndx,yOt)=t, if t:Z-+X x Y, 
fst,, Y ” (t, t’) = t, sndx, y a (t, t’) =t’, if t:Z+X, t’:Z+ Y; 
MON: (Xx Y)xZ=Xx(YxZ), 
Xx1=X, 1 xX=X, if X, Y,ZEV. 
We will call SCart the category having all (small) strict Cartesian categories as objects, 
and Cartesian functors (i.e., functors which preserve the products) as arrows. 
Given a logic program signature (z, l7), it is possible to build a strict Cartesian 
category SCC[C, n], called the category offormulas and substitutions of (C, n), 
having as arrows all terms, formulas, and substitutions built over (C, n). This 
construction (more precisely, its opposite category) is due to Lawvere [23] in the 
single-sorted case, and due to Bknabou [S] in the many-sorted one. 
Since the signature is two-sorted, following Btnabou the objects of category 
SCC[C, KJ are strings containing two symbols (the sorts T and P of Definition I.l.l), 
which represent canonical tuples of “variables”; actually, the occurrences of sort Tin 
an object correspond to logic program variables, while the occurrences of sort P are 
“place-holders” for predicate symbols. The tupling operation allows one to construct 
substitutions (i.e., tuples of terms which are arrows with target T” for some n) and 
goals (tuples of formulas, i.e., arrows to P” for some n); arrow composition models 
both the application of substitutions to terms (or goals), and the composition of 
substitutions (thus, they are naturally partial); and, finally, a most general unifier of 
two formulas is an equalizer of the corresponding arrows, if it exists. The resulting 
category also contains many arrows which are the tupling of terms and formulas 
together (e.g., all arrows to a string containing both T and P), and, thus, do not have 
a clear meaning in the logic programming framework: this is due to the uniform 
handling of the predicate and function symbols of the logic programming signature. 
The following example suggests how the above correspondences work. The formal 
proof is deferred to Section 11.4, where we will exploit the fact that SCC is a left (free) 
adjoint functor which generates the free strict Cartesian category of a (many-sorted) 
signature. 
Example 11.2.2 (formulas and terms as arrows of a category). As a running example, 
let us consider the following simple program for the append predicate 
cl = append@, , C I, x1), 
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Fig. 2, 
For this program we have C,, = { [ I}, Z2 = { [_I-]}, Z73 = {append), and all other 
Ci, nj are empty: we call C,, this logic program signature. Figure 2 shows some 
arrows of the category SCC[ZAP]. 
For example, the formula append (xi, [x2 I x3], [x2 I x4]) is represented as an arrow 
from T4 (representing the canonical tuple of variables (xi, . , x4)) to P. This formula 
is obtained as the application of substitution (xi, [x21x3], [x21x4]) to the formula 
append(x,, x2, x3). On the other hand, (xi, [x21x3], [xZIx4]) is the tupling of three 
distinct arrows from T4 to T. The projections faithfully correspond to variables [2]: 
for example, xi: T”+T is a shorthand for the composition of projections 
sndT1-L,T 0 fst r I, Tn - I : T”+ T which extracts the ith component of the canonical tuple 
of variables T”. In the figure some objects are represented by many distinct occur- 
rences, to avoid unnecessary confusion. 
Summarizing, we suggested that the algebraic structure of the “states” of a logic 
program (i.e., of the goals) naturally corresponds to the structure of the arrows of 
a strict Cartesian category. As a consequence, we take SCart, the category of all such 
categories, as the universe which corresponds to the category C in the outline of the 
methodology (Definition 1.4.1). 
11.3. The structure of arcs of a program 
In order to represent a logic program as a heterogeneous graph we still have to look 
for a suitable representation of program clauses. To this aim, we must observe that 
a clause of a program cannot be regarded simply as a pair of independent formulas (its 
head and its body), because it also carries an additional information, namely, the 
variables shared by the head and the body. To take this fact into account, we will 
represent the clauses of a logic program essentially as if they were distinct operators of 
a many-sorted signature: each clause has a distinct sort, and its arity is the number of 
the distinct variables appearing in it. 
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A (many-sorted) signature C is usually defined as a pair (S, C), where S is a set of 
sorts, and C is a family of setsof operators, indexed by S* x S. For example, CEZ,,,~, 
with w=si*...*s,,, denotes an operator of n arguments of sorts (types) si, .., s,, 
respectively, which returns a value of sort s; w is called the arity of CJ, and s its type. 
A signature morphism h: (S, C> -t(S’, C’) is a pair h = (A g), consisting of a map 
f:S+S’ and a family of maps gw.s:C,,s-)C;,,,,,f(s), wheref*:S*+S’* is the exten- 
sion off to strings. In our framework, it is convenient to look at signatures as 
heterogeneous graphs having a free monoidal structure over nodes, and satisfying 
some additional requirements. 
Definition 11.3.1 (category Sign of many sorted signatures). A signature & is a hetero- 
geneous graph C = (S*, C, ary, typ), having a free monoid S* of sorts as nodes, and 
a set C of operators as arcs. The functions ary, typ: C+S* map each operator to its 
arity and to its type, respectively. The type of each operator is required to be 
a generator, i.e., typ(o)ES for each CTEC. A signature is, therefore, an object of 
Graph(Set, FMon) which satisfies this additional requirement. A signature morphism is 
a morphism of Graph(Set, FMon), which, on nodes, is restricted to be the free 
extension of a function between the sets of generators. Sign is defined as the sub- 
category of Graph(Set, FMon) whose objects and morphisms satisfy the restrictions 
just listed. 
It is worth noting that an element s1 * ... * s, of the free monoid of sorts S* faithfully 
represents a (canonical) n-tuple of sorted variables (x1 : s Ir . . ..x.:s,). From this point 
of view, an operator ~:si * ... - s, + s can be considered as represented by an “abstract” 
term in n variables 0(x1, . . . , x,). 
Example 11.3.2 (a logic program signature as a heterogeneous graph). Let us show how 
the lp-signature CAP of Example 11.2.2 is represented as a heterogeneous graph. Since 
CAP is two-sorted, its nodes are the elements of the free monoid {T, P}*. Thus, 
CAP=({T,P}*, {append, [_I_], [ ]},ary,typ),withappend:T3+P, [ ]:O+T,and 
[_I_] : T2 --, T. Graphically (only relevant nodes are depicted), 
append 
3 
L 1~1 
T2‘ 
11 
P-T. T-O. 
On the other hand, since the program for the append predicate includes two clauses, 
with one and four distinct variables, respectively, we define its signature of clauses 
c CUAP) as 
&(AP)=(( T, Cl, c-2>*, {Cl, Cz}, au’, tYP’)> 
where cl: T+C, and c2: T4+Cz. 
For technical reasons, it is convenient to consider as the universe from which the 
structures of arcs of logic programs can be taken the larger category Graph(Set, Mon) 
(shortly, MGraph) instead of Graph(Set, FMon) or Sign. In fact, it is easy to check that 
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there exists a forgetful functor U :SCart -+MGraph (see Proposition 11.4.1), which is 
exactly the functor we need for defining a logic program as a heterogeneous graph. 
Thus, MGraph will play the role of category B of Definition 1.4.1. We are now ready to 
show how a logic program can be represented as a heterogeneous graph having as 
nodes a strict Cartesian category, and as arcs the signature determined by its clauses. 
Definition 11.3.3 (the graph representing a logic program). Given a logic program 
P={ci=Ai:-Bil, . ..) BinX} i d n over an lp-signature (C, n), its representation as a het- 
erogeneous graph GP is defined as 
GP = @CCC& HI, CP, &,d, >, 
where SCC[C, n] ~1SCart 1 is the category of formulas and substitutions of (C, n), 
while the graph Cp~jMGraphI and the graph morphisms a,, 8, are defined as follows: 
(1) C, (the signature of clauses of P) is the representation as a heterogeneous graph 
of the (n + 1)-sorted signature (where n is the number of clauses in P), having the set 
{ci}i<nu{T) as sorts, and the clauses {ci}iQn as operators. Each clause ci has type Ci 
and arity T”, if m is the number of distinct variables appearing in the clause. Thus, it is 
represented as an arc Ci : T” -+ Ci. 
(2) By Definition 1.1.4, 3, and 8, are graph morphisms from Cp to the underlying 
graph of SCC[C, n], and have to be monoid homomorphisms on the nodes. Infor- 
mally, i3, maps an arc ci : T” + Ci of Cp to the arrow of SCC [C, n] which represents 
the body of clause Ci, while 8, maps ci to the arrow representing its head. On the nodes 
of Cp, 8, and d1 are determined by their definition on generators as follows: 
a0 (T) = ii 1 (T) = T (i.e., the sort of terms is preserved); 8, (Ci) = P”,, if n, is the number of 
atomic formulas in the body of clause Ci; and 8, (Ci) = P (since the clauses are definite). 
Represented in this way, a logic program is an object of the category 
Graph(MGraph, SCart). This is quite a large category, where many graphs live which 
cannot be considered logic programs at all. The definition of a suitable category 
including all and only the graphs which really represent logic programs goes beyond 
the scope of the paper: an attempt in this direction is reported in [9]. 
The representation for logic programs that we have just introduced includes two 
kinds of arcs (or arrows), i.e., the “horizontal” arrows (arcs) of the category 
SCC[C, n] (of the graph C,), and the “vertical” arcs, i.e., the arcs of the structured 
graph Gp. Let us introduce a linear notation that will be used in the rest of the paper to 
describe this situation in a compact way. 
Notation 11.3.4 (linear notation for double graphs). A double graph is an internal graph 
of Graph, i.e., a 4-tuple (G,, G1, a,, a, ), where Go = ( VO, TO, src,,, trgO) and 
G1 = ( V1, T1, srcl, trg, ) are graphs, and a,, 8, : G1 + GO are graph morphisms. Let 
t:u-+u be an arc of G1, a,(t):a,(~)+a,(u) be its image in Go through a,, and 
a,(t):a,(v)+a,(~) be its image in Go through 8,. This situation will be described by 
the following linear notation: 
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Similarly, for a node u of G1 we can write 
Thus, the symbols in boldface type denote items of graph Gi, and the double arrows 
stand for the graph morphisms ( efor 8, and * for 8,). The same notation can be 
used if G, or G1 have a richer structure (e.g., if they are categories). As an abbreviation, 
we will write [X] for [X=X==X], if both a, and 8, preserve item X. 
Example 11.3.5 (the program for append as a heterogeneous graph). Let us consider 
again the program for the append predicate of Example 11.2.2. It can be represented as 
the following object of Graph(MGraph, SCart), where CAP and CcifAP) are as in 
Example 11.3.2: 
AP = <SCCCCApl, &lcAp), src, trg). 
Graphically, we have the situation shown in Fig. 3, where the higher part of the 
diagram shows the arcs of Cc,(AP), while the lower part includes the relevant arrows of 
SCC [CA,]. The dashed arrows labeled src and trg are sufficient to uniquely determine 
these graph morphisms. In the linear notation introduced above, the graph mor- 
phisms src and trg of AP can compactly be described as follows: 
(1) [I’] and [I] (i.e., [T= T* T] and [l =l* 11, i.e., src and trg 
preserve T and l), 
(2) [X,=X*X,], [YOeY~Y,] (src and trg are monoid 
[X,. Y,=X. Y*X,. Y,] homomorphisms on objects), 
(3) [!T=ct*append(x,,[ ],xi)]:[T]-‘[I=Ci=z-P], 
(4) CappenW,, x3,xq)ee2*append(x1, CXZIXJ, Cx~lxd)l: 
T , c1 , 'Cl 
I I 
src I 1 trg 
I I 
T4 c2 I I ‘C2 
I I 
SK l l trg 
I I 
appendCxl,xmd v I 
l 
T4 4 P N 
appendCrl,[X21X31,[X21X41) 
Fig. 3. 
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It is worth noting that since both src and trg must preserve sort T, both ap- 
pend(xi, [x21x3], [x21x4]) and append(x,, x3, x4) are represented as arrows from T4 
to P, although the second formula includes just three different variables. Moreover, 
the source of clause c1 is the arrow ! T: T-r 1, i.e., the unique arrow from T to the 
terminal object in SCC[CAp], representing the empty formula. 
11.4. The adjunction between signatures and Cartesian categories 
After showing how to represent programs as heterogeneous graphs, the second step 
of the methodology involves the construction of the transition system induced by 
a program. Thanks to Proposition I. 1.6, this can be obtained almost automatically if 
the forgetful functor U :SCart +MGraph has a left adjoint. The existence of this 
adjoint is proved in the next proposition, and is exploited below to prove the existence 
of an isomorphism between the terms and substitutions of a signature and the arrows 
of its free Cartesian category. 
Proposition 11.4.1 (the free strict Cartesian category of a graph with a monoid of 
nodes). (1) There is an obvious forgetful functor U : SCart + MGraph which forgets 
composition and pairing of arrows, identities and projections. 
(2) Functor U has a lef adjoint SCC : MGraph + SCart mapping every graph with 
a monoidal structure over nodes to its free Cartesian category. 
(3) Let GEIMGraphl. Then the monoid of nodes of G is isomorphic to the monoid of 
objects of SCC[G]. 
Proof (see also Dejinition A.2). (1) The existence of the forgetful functor is quite 
obvious. Nevertheless, an explicit, although informal, description of its behavior will 
be useful. A strict Cartesian category C is a 12-tuple 
satisfying the axioms of Definition 11.2.1. On the other hand, regarding C as 
an object U [C] of MGraph, the relevant structure is just the underlying graph 
(( V, ~ x _, l), A, do, a, ) (with the axioms for monoids): all the remaining compon- 
ents and axioms (including composition and pairing of arrows, identities and projec- 
tions) are forgotten by the forgetful functor U. 
(2) We present the inference rules and equations which define the adjoint of U, 
SCC. Intuitively, SCC adds to a graph with a monoid of states all the components 
needed to make it a Cartesian category, in a free way. Let G = ((I’, ~ x _, l), 
A, do, a, ) be an object of MGraph. Then category SCC [G] (in short S,) is character- 
ized as follows: 
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Inference rules: 
IN 
xgv 
IN,,: 
t:x-+x’EA 
OBJ: - 
XEISGI’ tESG(X, x’)’ 
ID: 
XES 
id,E&(x, x)’ 
COMP. t%(x,y), t’%(J5 4 
t’o te&(x,z) ’ 
FST: 
x,x’EI& 
SND: 
x,x’EI&I 
fSt,,,~E&(X x x’, x)’ snd,, XI E&(X x x’, x’)’ 
TERM: 
XES 
PAIR: 
tESG(x, Y), t’%(x, 4 
!x&(x, 1)’ (t, t’%&(x,y x 4 . 
Equations: 
UNIT: toid,=t, id,.ot=t (t:x+x’), 
ASSOC: (t 0 t’) 0 t” = t 0 (t’ 0 t”), 
TERM’: t= t’ (t, t’:x+l), 
PROD: fst,, XI ‘J (t, t’) = t, snd,, xI 0 (t, t’) = t’ (t:y+x, t’:y-+x’), 
< fst,,,, 0 t, snd,* XI 0 t) = t (t:y+x x x’). 
SCC[G] is defined as the category having I&J as objects, and having as arrows 
between each pair of objects (x, y), the equivalence classes of elements of SG(x, y) 
modulo the least equivalence relation induced by the equations. The fact that SCC is 
the left adjoint of U can be checked with standard techniques. 
(3) This follows from the fact that the unique inference rule which generates objects 
of SCC[G] is INoBJ, and that no equation identifies two distinct objects. 0 
The explicit description of functor SCC allows us to prove the correspondences 
(mentioned in Section II.2 for the specific case of a logic programming signature) 
between the terms and substitutions built over a signature C and the arrows of 
SCC[Z]. 
Proposition 11.4.2 (arrows of SCC[&] are tuples of terms). Let g= (S*, C, 
rnk, typ)eSign be a many-sorted signature; let w=sl * ... -s,, w’ = s; - ... -s; be two 
strings of sorts, and let 52 = (y, : sl, . . . , y, : s, ) be a canonical tuple of w-sorted variables. 
Then there exists an isomorphism 
F W,W ’ : T,,: (Q) x ... x T,,,(Q)+&CC[~](w, w’) 
between the tuples of w’-sorted terms (tI : s’ 1, . . , t, : s:) containing at most variables in 
52, and the set of arrows of SCC[ C] f rom w to w’ (T,,(Q) denotes the carrier of sort s of 
the free C-algebra generated by Q). 
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Proof (outline). The mapping from terms to arrows can be defined by induction as 
follows (see [a]): 
(1) F,,,,(yi:si)=snd,y ,..... S, ,,.7,0fst,sl . . .. . Si,S,+ ...... Fm:sl*...*s,-+si if yiEs2; 
(2) F,,,(c:s)=cO!(sl.....s,):sl....‘s,js if c is a constant of sorts; 
(3) FW,W,((ri:s;, . ..) t,:s:,>)=(F,,,,;(t,:s;) ,...) F,.,~:(t,:s:,)):sl.....s, 
+s;. . . . .s;; 
(4) F,,,(f(t,:s;,...,t,:s~):s)=~~F,,,~((t,:s;,...,t,:s:,)):s,~~~’~s,~s 
iffEZ,,,. 
In the other direction, the idea is to associate with each arrow of SCC[ZJ a suitable 
graph (a direct acyclic graph, or dug) having as nodes either function symbols of C or 
sort names. This construction can be defined by induction on the structure of the 
arrow, by exploiting the inference rules of Proposition 11.4.1. Every dag has two 
distinguished tuples of minimal and maximal nodes, respectively, which can be used to 
concatenate them. The tuple of terms associated with the arrow can then be extracted 
from the dag by forgetting all the sort names, by associating canonical variables to the 
minimal nodes, and by unfolding the dag starting from the maximal nodes. It can be 
shown that this mapping is well defined, i.e., that it does not depend on the particular 
representation chosen for the arrow. This can be checked by noting that the applica- 
tion of the equations of Proposition 11.4.1 to an arrow can change the associated dag, 
but not the terms it represents. 0 
Using the last result it is easy to prove the various correspondences mentioned in 
Section 11.2. 
Corollary 11.4.3 (the arrows of the category of formulas and substitutions). Let 
(C, II) be a logic program signature, and let XC [C, I71 be its category offormulas and 
substitutions, i.e., its free strict Cartesian category. By Proposition 11.4.1 and Definition 
II. 1.1, the objects of XC [C, I71 are the elements of the free monoid { T, P} *. Then 
(1) the arrows from T” to T represent terms of C with at most n variables. As 
a consequence, SCC[C, ZZ] (1, T) is (isomorphic to) the Herbrand universe for (C, Ii’); 
(2) the arrows from T” to P represent atomic formulas over (C, Ll> with at most 
n variables. Thus, SCC[C, IZ]( 1, P) is the Herbrand base for (C, X7); 
(3) the arrows from T” to P” represent goals of length m, i.e., m-tuples of atomic 
formulas; 
(4) the arrows from T” to T” are one-to-one with the substitutions from T” to T”; 
(5) tf t is a term over T”, and o is a substitution from T” to T”, then FTm,T (t 0 o)= 
FTn,T(t)OJ’T m, rn(~), i.e., the isomorphism F of Proposition 11.4.2 preserves substitution 
application. Similarly, it also preserves the application of substitutions to formulas and 
the composition of substitutions. 
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Lx, = a, 
x; = b, 
x3=u] f(x, 1 -93 4 
3- 
1-T-T 
Fig. 4. 
Points (l)-(4) directly follow from Proposition 11.4.1 and Definition 11.1 .l. Point (5) 
can be proved by induction on the structure of FT”,T(t) [2]. 
The next result states that the most general unifier of two terms over signature 
2 can be characterized as their equalizer in SCC[C]. A dual characterization of mgu’s 
as coequulizers has been elegantly exploited in [32] for the definition of a category- 
theoretic unification algorithm. For the proof of this result we refer to [2]. 
Proposition 11.4.4 (most general unifiers as equalizers). Let t, t’ be two terms ofsort s 
containingvariablesin (~~:~~,...,~,:~,)(withw=s~~~~~~s,);let~=(x~~t~,...,x,~t,) 
be a most general unifier for t and t’, and let ( y, : s;, . . . , y, : sh ) (with w’ = s’, - ... * sk) be 
a tuple including all the variables in tI , . . . , t,. Then F ,,,,(Q) is the equalizer in SCC[C] 
ofF,,,(t) and F&t’). 
Figure 4 shows the mgu of termsf(x,, x2, a) andf(x,, b, x1) sharing variable xi, 
obtained as an equalizer of the corresponding arrows. 
11.5. From programs to transition systems 
Following the outline of our methodology, the next step consists of defining the 
category of structured transition systems for logic programs, and of showing how to 
associate a program with its induced system. Let us informally justify (in the specific 
case of logic programming) the implicit, fundamental assumption on which the second 
step of the methodology of Definition 1.4.1 is based, namely, the fact that the 
transition system induced by a program must have the same structure on states and 
transitions. 
Having represented a logic program P as a graph, we are looking now for 
a transition system TS [P] which faithfully mimics the behavior of P in the following 
sense: a goal G is refutable in P with an answer substitution 0 iff there exists 
a computation of TS[P] from the empty goal to (a suitable representation of) the goal 
G 0 8. Let us show that TS[P] can be obtained by adding to the arcs of the graph 
representing P the same algebraic structure as that of nodes. Let P be the following 
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simple program: 
P= {ci -q(x,Y):-p(x),r(Y). 
Representing P as a graph, we get something like Gp= {c,(x, Y): (p(x),r(y))+ 
<q(x,Y)), cz:o+M4), C3:~+<m))> where 0 is the empty goal, and the 
variables occurring in the first clause are regarded as arguments of the “operator” cl. 
Now, suppose we want to mimic the refutation of the goal g1 = (q(a,b)) with 
a transition system computation. To be consistent with the usual definition of 
refutations, we build our computations starting from the final state. Since in 
a transition system a transition t: u-+u can be (backward) applied only to state u, 
we cannot apply transition c1 as it is to state gi, because the target of c1 is not 
identical to gl. We must use instead an instantiation of the original clause, i.e., 
cl(a, b):(p(a), r(b))+(q(u,b)); applying it to g1 we get the next goalg, = (p(u),@)). 
For the same reason, we can apply neither c2 nor cg to g2; however, we can apply 
them in parallel, using the tupled clause ( (cz,c3): 0 +(~(a), r(b))), or we can 
apply the parallel composition of, for example, c2 and the idle transition 
<r(b) > : <r(b) > + <r(b) >, i.e., ( ~~,r(b)):(r(b))+(p(u),r(b)), and then reduce the re- 
sulting goal with c3. 
Summarizing, a transition system which faithfully mimics a logic program can be 
obtained by closing the arcs of the corresponding graph under substitution applica- 
tion and tupling, and by adding all identity clauses. In categorical terms, we have to 
lift the structure of Cartesian category from nodes to transitions, too, and we have to 
make the graph reflexive. The immediate consequence of these considerations is that 
the category of structured transition systems we are looking for is simply 
RGraph(SCart), i.e., the category of internal reflexive graphs having a strict Cartesian 
category on both nodes and arcs. 
Let us show now how the induced transition system of a logic program can be freely 
generated from the program itself. We perform this construction in two steps. First, by 
Proposition Il.6 and 11.4.1 there exists a left adjoint functor F: Graph(MGraph, 
SCart) + Graph(SCart). If GP = (SCC [C, n], Cp, a,, a, ) is the graph representing 
a logic program P, F[Gp] is the internal graph of SCart F[GP] =(SCC[C, Z7], 
SCC[C,], 8,, 2; ), where &, 8; : SCC[Cp] +SCC[Z, I71 are two Cartesian functors 
which freely extend 2, and ?i. 
Second, to complete the construction we have to make the internal graph F[Gp] 
reflexive. Since SCart has binary coproducts (actually, it is finitely cocomplete, as 
a direct consequence of Proposition 11.6.1), by Proposition 1.1.3 the free reflexive 
graph of F[GP] exists and is obtained by taking as arcs the coproduct of SCC[C,] 
and SCC[C, ZI]. However, it can be shown that the resulting reflexive graph, when 
regarded as a transition system, does not simulate program P correctly: intuitively, the 
problem is that the sort T of terms, occurring in both categories SCC[C, n] and 
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SCC[Cp], originates two distinct sorts in their coproduct. On the contrary, the two 
occurrences of T should be identified, in order to allow the application of a substitu- 
tion (i.e., an arrow of SCC [C, II]) to a clause (i.e., an arrow of SCC CC,]). In order to 
force this identification, we can take as induced transition system the free internal 
reflexive graph, but in the subcategory of SCart where the functors are required to 
preserve sort T. 
Definition 11.5.1 (the transition system induced by a logic program). Let 
Gp= (SCC[C, II], Cp, a,, a,) be the representation as graph of a program P, and 
F[Gp] = (SCC[C, II], SCC[Cp], &,, 8; ) be its free internal graph of SCart. More- 
over, let SCartT be the subcategory of SCart including as objects all the strict Cartesian 
categories with a distinguished object T, and as arrows the functors which preserve T. 
Since SCart, has binary coproducts, by Proposition 1.1.3 there exists a free functor 
Rscsrt, t mapping each internal graph to its free reflexive graph of SCartT. Then 
the induced transition system of P is defined as TS[Gp] g Rsc.,,,[F[GP]]. By 
Proposition 1.1.3, TS[Gp] has category SCC[C, II] as nodes, and category 
SCC[C, II] +TSCC[Cp] as arcs, where + r denotes the coproduct in SCart,. 
It is interesting to analyze the structure of the transitions of TS[Gp]. 
Proposition 11.5.2 (the transitions of the system induced by a program are generalized 
clauses). Let P be a logic program and TS[Gp] = (SCC[C, I7], SCC[Z, IT] 
-tTSCC[Cp], a:, a:, id) be its induced transition system. Let t: T”-+X be an arrow of 
(SCCCC, l7] +,SCC CC,]), hauing a goal (i.e., an arrow from T” to P” in SCC[C, LI]) 
as source or as target. Using Notation 11.3.4, this condition can be written as follows, 
where Y= P” or Z= P”: 
Then t has the following form: 
t=(p,,clool,p2 ,..., c,~a,,p,+,):T”-,Pkl.C,.Pk,.....Cn.Pk,~~, 
where, for each 1 < i < n + 1, pi is a ki-tuple of atomic formulas (ki > 0), ci is a clause of P, 
and oi is a substitution. We call these transitions generalized clauses: in fact, they mimic 
the parallel application to a goal of many (possibly instantiated) clauses, together with 
some identities (the pi’s). 
Proof (outline). Since SCC is a left adjoint (thus, it preserves colimits), we have that 
SCC[C, IT] +rSCC[Cp] =SCC[(C, I7) +TCP]r where ((C, IT) +TCP) is a suitable 
pushout object in Sign, and is simply the signature having as operators the union of 
the operators of (C, II) and of the clauses of Cp, and as sorts the set 
{T,p,c~,..., C,}. Thus, we can write TS[Gp] = (SCC[C, II], SCC[(C, I7) +TCP]r 
a;, a;, id). 
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By the definition of Gp, if [ Y=X+Z] and Y = P” or Z = P”, then X must be of the 
form pkl.Cl.pk2 . . . . . cn.pkn+l (otherwise, T occurs in X, and in this case it must 
occur in both Y and Z). Finally, by applying Proposition 11.4.2, the arrows from T” to 
X are tuples of terms, including terms of sort P (i.e., atomic goals) or of sort Ci (i.e., 
instantiations of clause ci, which is the unique operator of sort Ci). 0 
Since RGraph(SCartT) is a subcategory of RGraph(SCart), in the next section we 
will consider TS[Gp] as an internal reflexive graph of SCart. 
11.6. The models of a logic program 
Following the guidelines of the methodology, after defining the structured 
transition system induced by a program, we have to look for the existence of its free 
model, and to define the category of acceptable models for a logic program. A model 
of a logic program will be an internal category of SCart, accordingly to the require- 
ment that the algebraic structure of the transitions should be extended to the entire 
computations. Thanks to Theorem 1.2.1, the following fact is sufficient to ensure the 
existence of the left adjoint functor Cscart :RGraph(SCart)+Cat(SCart). 
Proposition 11.6.1 (SCart is essentially algebraic). SCart is the category of models in 
Set of a left-exact sketch. 
We do not present a formal proof of this proposition which would be lengthy but 
straightforward. An informal description of the left-exact sketch of category SCart is 
given in the Appendix after the definition of the basic notions about sketches 
(Definition A.2.1). 
Since SCart is essentially algebraic, we can apply the last steps of the methodology 
to logic programs, by instantiating all the definitions and results of Sections I.2 and I.3 
for the universe category SCart. Every logic program has a free model, [[!‘I F, which is 
the free internal category of SCart generated by its induced transition system, i.e., 
IpI F = CSCart [TS [Gp]]. The category of acceptuble models of P can be defined like in 
Definition 1.3.1: indeed, it seems reasonable to require that all the models of P have the 
same structure of states, according to the classic treatment of logic programming, 
which does not consider abstraction mechanisms on goals. 
Definition 11.6.2 (acceptable models of a logic program). Let P be a logic program 
and [PIIF be its free model. An acceptable model of P is a pair (h, C), where 
CE I Cat(SCart) 1, and h : [[PI F + C is an internal functor of SCart, which is an isomor- 
phism on objects, and an epimorphism on arrows. The category ofacceptable models 
of P, called Mod(P), is the category having acceptable models of P as objects. 
Moreover, f: (h, C) + (h’, C’) is an arrow of Mod(P) if f is an internal functor of 
SCart, and h’ = h;f: 
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Finally, the statements of Proposition 1.3.2 clearly hold; thus, Mod(P) has both an 
initial object ((iduplb, [PIIF)) and a terminal object, (PO, [P~io), which is the 
internal preorder of Wart generated by TS [GP]. The input/output model of P, [PI ,o, 
represents the reachability relation among goals: this implies that in [PI,, all the 
refutations for the same goal are identified. Furthermore, as expected, the construc- 
tions of the free and input-output models are compositional with respect to arbitrary 
operations on programs defined in terms of colimits. 
11.7. The structure of the initial model of a program 
As for the case of grammars, also for logic programs the free and input-output 
models can be used to extract some specific semantics, which have an interesting 
relationship with other semantics proposed in the literature. The techniques which 
can be used to obtain from these models the relevant structures are similar to the ones 
used in Section I.3 (they are based essentially on comma category constructions), 
although they are more complex because of the more structured universe category. 
The application of such techniques amounts to the extraction of some arrows or 
objects from the models, possibly forgetting some of the essentially algebraic struc- 
ture. Instead of giving the details of these intuitively clear constructions, we prefer to 
focus on the analysis of the structure of the initial model. 
Intuitively, the arrows of the free model of a program [PlF correspond to the 
computations of P. In order to analyze this correspondence formally, we give a more 
explicit presentation of [ Plj F. 
Proposition 11.7.1 (the free model of a logic program). Let P be a logic program 
and G,= (SCC[C, Z7], Cp, a,, Z1 ) be its representation as a heterogeneous graph. 
Then the free model of P, [PIIF, is an internal category of SCart, having category 
sccC~,~l=(~,Alfo,fi,id,o,., 1, fst, snd, (_ , -), ! ) as objects (by Proposition 1.2.4), 
i.e.. 
The strict Cartesian category of arrows Sh ( _V, 4, fO, f,, id 0 >_9:‘_,_2_3 1 fst snd (_,->,i) and 
the Cartesian functors DOM, COD, ID, and --; 1 are generated by The following 
inference rules and equations, where we use extensively Notation 11.3.4 (therefore, DOM 
and COD are implicitly defined by the double arrows -Z and a, respectively). 
inference rules: 
CL: 
[to~r~t,]:[xo~X~X,]-CY,~Y~Y,l in GP 
[to~t~t,]:[Xoc=X=>X,]-[ Y,=Y*Y,l ’ 
ID: t:X+Y in SCC[Z,n] 
Ctl:[lxl+Cyl ’ 
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OP: 
FST: [fst 
[X~~X=-X11, CYcr=Y~YIl 
X”, Yo43X,F-fstX, ,Y, ]:[Xo* Yp=X~Y=>XI * Y1]+[x~~x=-xll’ 
TERM: cx0-=x*x11 
[!xo~~x~!xJ:[xo~x~x,]-[l~~*l]’ 
Equations: 
The following equations make S= ( _V, ~,fo,ji, id,:, :, 1, fst, snd, < - , ->, ! > a strict _ - 
Cartesian category: 
MON: (XL Y):Z= X:( Y’Z), x-1=x=1-x, 
UNIT: r+,=t, id,sct=t (r:X+X’), 
ASSOC: (rzr’)z”t” = tz(r’zt”,) (if all compositions are defined), 
TERM’: t=t’ (t,r’:X+A), 
PROD: fstx.x~“<~,q=~> - ) _ _ sndxxz (t,t’)=t’ (t: Y+X, t’: Y+X’), 
(f&tyJ~~t,sILd,yy”t)=f (r: Y+X:x’). 
The next group of‘equations is needed to make ID : SCC [ Z, L’]-S u strict Cartesian 
jiinctor. Note that by rule ID aboce, ifx is an item ofSCC[Z, I71 then ID(x) could be 
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written simply as x (in bold face type): 
IDOP: ID(X* Y)=ID(X):ID( Y), 
IDID: ID(idx)=&D,x,, 
IDCOMP: ID(sot)=ID(s)~ID(t), 
IDFST: Wfstx, Y)=fSIID,X),ID( Y)> 
IDSND: Wsndx, Y)=SN!ID(X),ID( Y)> 
IDTERM: ID(!X)=!ID(X), 
IDPAIR: ID((t,t’))=<ID(t),ID(t’)), 
IDl: ID(l)=l. 
The next group of equations makes [PIF a category with respect to the vertical 
composition ~ ; ~. Symbols x,,v, 2, x0,x, denote items of category S, i.e., arrows or objects: 
VASSOC: x;(y;z)=(x;y);z, 
VIDENTl: [xo~x~xl], [x1] 
x;x,=x ’ 
VIDENT2: [x0], [x,,-=xJ.x~] 
xo;x=x 
The last group makes the vertical composition ~ ; _ : S x,S+SCC [ C, fl] a Cartesian 
jiunctor. Each equation must hold if both its right- and its left-hand sides are dejined: 
VCOMP-OP: (X;Z):(Y; W=(X:Y);(Z:W, 
VCOMP-ID: idx; y=idx;&, 
VCOMP-COMP: (t; t’))(S;S’)=(fyS);(t’~S’), 
VCOMP-FST: !&*;Z.r;r=fstx,v;&Z.T, 
VCOM P-SND: sndx:Z.r;r=sndx,r;sndZ,T, 
VCOMP-TERM: !( X; Y) =lX;;Y, 
VCOMP-PAIR: <t;t’,s;s’)=(t,t’>;(s,s’). _ _ _ 
Proof (outline). The fact that [PI F is an internal category of SCart can be checked by 
showing that S is a strict Cartesian category, and that ID, DOM, COD, and ~ ; ~ are 
Cartesian functors. Let us explain shortly the above inference rules. Rule CL includes 
the arcs of G, as generators of [PI F; ID includes objects and arrows of SCC [ C, n] in 
S, implicitly defining functor 1D:SCC [ C, n] -+S; OP closes the objects of S under the 
monoidal operation 1; IDENT generates identity arrows for all the objects of S; 
COMP closes the arrows of S under “horizontal” composition; FST and SND add 
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projections to S; TERM adds all the arrows to the terminal object; PAIR closes the 
arrows of S under pairing, and, finally, VCOMP closes them under “vertical” com- 
position. 
The fact that S is a strict Cartesian category is guaranteed by rules OP to PAIR and 
by equations MON to PROD; the vertical composition _; _ defines a category, thanks 
to rule VCOMP and equations VASSOC to VIDENT2; ID is a Cartesian functor 
because of rule ID and equations IDOP to IDl; and -;_ is a Cartesian functor by 
equations VCOMP-ID to VCOMP-PAIR. Finally, the functors DOM and COD are 
implicitly defined by rules CL to VCOMP (read y==x as DOM(x)=y, and X=Z-z as 
COD(x) = z), which force them to preserve the Cartesian structure of S. The universal 
property of [PI]r can be proved using standard techniques. 0 
Exploiting the explicit presentation of the free model of a program, let us analyze 
the structure of its arrows. The first result states that if goal G has a refutation with 
computed answer substitution 0, then there is a “computation” of [PjF from the 
empty goal to Coo. 
Proposition 11.7.2 (refutations as arrows of [PI,). Let P be a logic program, 
G=(G1, .,., G,) be a goal, and G %- 0 be a refutation of G in P, with computed answer 
substitution 8 (Definition 11.1.3). Moreover, let u be the total number of variables which 
are not instantiated by that refutation. Then there exists an arrow of [PIF having as 
source the representation of the empty goal over u variables (i.e., arrow !T”: T”+ l), and 
as target arrow FTU,rm( G 0 d), i.e., the representation of goal G 0 9. In linear notation 
(calling a:TU+X this arrow): 
Proof. Since the mapping F,,,. (see Proposition 11.4.2 and Corollary 11.4.3) is an 
isomorphism, in the following we will denote the arrows of category SCC[Z,n] 
directly with terms, formulas or substitutions. 
For each resolution step G Jo, 0 G’, we can find an arrow p( G jc,,G’) of [PI F (more 
precisely, of TS [ P]) which models its behavior. If Gi is the atomic goal of G selected 
by the resolution step, (r’=cIvar,c) and r~“=o~v~~(~), then p(G*,,,G’) is defined as 
[G’~~(G~~,~G’)~(G~~~‘~.~~~G~~~~~’~C~~~~G~+~~~’~~~~~G~~~‘) 
=-Go CT’] 
and has the following source and target: 
where z is the number of atomic formulas in the body of c, and k is the total number of 
variables appearing in the most general unifier 0. 
Now suppose that G=Go~,,,,,G1~EZ,~2...~CnrbnG,= 0 is a refutation of G. For 
each 06 idn, let Bi be the computed answer substitution of the (sub-)refutation 
Gi5 c,+,,o,+,Gi+i* C,+Z,=!+2 ...*c,,o,G,= 0 (i.e., ~i=(~i+l~...oa,),var(G,)), and for 
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each 1~ i < n let ai be the following arrow of [PrI]: 
CGiO ~i~~i=P(Gi-i*c,,~, Gi)0Bi~Gi_~0a;~8i]:[T”]~[P”i~Xi~~~i-l], 
where cI=citvar(Gi-,)r mi is the number of atomic goals of Gi, and u is the number of 
variables appearing in o1 O.‘.Oon, i.e., the total number of variables which are not 
instantiated during the refutation. It is easy to verify that, for each i, o; 0 Oi = gi _ 1, and 
that, therefore, a;; ai_t is defined (by rule VCOMP of Proposition 11.7.1). Thus, we can 
construct the required arrow 
[!T+=a,;a,_*; . . . ;at~Go~f30]:[TU]-+[l~X,,;X,_1;...;Xt~Pmo]. 
In this case we say that arrow a,, ; a,_l ; . . . ; a1 represents the refutation 
GJC,,~,G~JC~,~~...JC,,~~G,= 0. •I 
The next proposition says that if G has a refutation with computed answer 
substitution c, then the last result also holds for a representation of G 0 r~ with less than 
u variables, where u is the number of variables which are not instantiated by the 
refutation. The same holds if (T is a correct answer substitution. 
Proposition 11.7.3 (goals instantiated by answer substitutions are reachable). Let P be 
a program and ~7 be a computed (or correct) answer substitution for G (Definition II. 1.3), 
such that G 0 [T has k variables. Moreover, suppose that the signature of P, (Z,Ll), 
includes at least one constant CEZ:,. Then there exists an arrow of [ PljF, 
Proof. Let D be a computed answer substitution. By Proposition 11.7.2 there exists an 
arrow [!T”~u~F~~,~-(G~~)]:[ FJ-+[l~X=P”]. Let 0: Tk+TU be any substitu- 
tion which instantiates to c all the variables of T”= (x1, . . . , x,) which do not appear 
in G 0 D, and renames in an arbitrary way the remaining variables. Then the required 
arrow is /3=ao& i.e., 
(*) [!Tk~a~B~F,~,,,(G~o)]:[Tk]~[l~X~P”]. 
Now suppose that CT’ is a correct answer substitution and that G 0 cr’ has k’ variables. 
By definition, u’= 0 0 4, where (T is a computed answer substitution for G. The 
required arrow can be obtained by composing the above arrow (*), with the arrow 
[#I:[ Tk’]+[ Tk]. 0 
A direct consequence of the last proposition is that also the unrestricted refutations 
of a goal (i.e., refutations where the unifiers computed at each resolution step are not 
required to be most general) are represented by some arrow of [PII r. In what follows, 
by refutation we will mean unrestricted refutation. 
Not all the refutations of a goal correspond to distinct arrows of [PDF: two 
refutations, differing just in the order in which the two clauses are applied to 
independent atomic goals, are represented by equivalent arrows, and are equivalent to 
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a “parallel” refutation where the two clauses are applied concurrently. Moreover, each 
refutation can be transformed into an equivalent canonical “most parallel” refutation. 
Lemma 11.7.4 (equivalent refutations). Let G = ( G1, . . , G,) be a goa! and 
G~,,,.,G1~,,.,,...~c,,a, G, = 0 be a rgfutation ,for G. Moreover, suppose that 
ci E Hi :-I?. -13 
ci+ 1 E Hi+ 1 :-et+ 1 (Bi end L3i+ 1 are tuples of,formulas), 
Gi-1=(A1, . . ..A.), 
This means that the ith and the (i+ 1)th resolution steps rewrite independent atoms of 
Gi_ 1 ( Aj and A,, respectively). In this case, by the switching lemma [24], there exists 
another refutation for G, which applies clauses Ci and ci+ 1 to Aj and Ak in the reverse 
order (i.e., such that Gi_l~,.,+,.,:Gj~,;,,;*I Gi+ 1 ), producing an equivalent computed 
answer substitution (up to variable renaming). In this situation, the arrows representing 
the two refutations are equivalent in [PjF. 
Moreover, every arrow [ ! TU+ a,, ; a,_ 1; . . ; alaG 0 t3] of [P] F representing a refuta- 
tion can be reduced in a unique way to an arrow /?,. ; by_ 1 ; . . . ; PI, where each Bi is of the 
form 
~;=(Ci~“bjl,...,Cj~iod;~i), 
i.e.. it does not contain identities. 
Proof (outline). Using the notations of the proof of Proposition 11.7.2, we have 
ai=(AloBi_I ,..., Aj~I”Bi_,,ci~a:‘~8i ,..., Ak”~ii,,...,A,‘ei-l), 
ai+I=(Al~ei~1,..., Aj_ L 0 ei~l) pi - 6;‘” ei, . . . , Ci+ 1 c a:; 10 Oi+ 1, . . .) 
A,sBi-1). 
Therefore, by applying the equations of Proposition 11.7.1, we have 
ai+~;ai=((A~~~i_~);(A,~Bi_~),...,(~i~a;’oBi);(ci~a;‘~ai),..., 
(ci+l ‘a;‘+I coi+,);(A,coi-1), ..., (Amc~ipI);(Amo’J-I)) 
(1) =(A~OBi~~,...,Ci~a;‘cBi,...,C;+~”~~’+~O~i+~,...,A,~~i~~) 
(2) =((A,~ei_1);(Aloei_I),...,(~i’U;’0~i);(Aj”Bi_1),..., 
(~;+,~~;;I~B~+~);(C~+~“O;;I”O~+,),...,(A,~B~~I);(A,~~~-I)) 
(3) =(A~~Bi~~,...,~i~a:‘~8i,...,~i+~~~a~;~~8i+~,...,A,~~i~~); 
(A, JBi-1,..., Aj~8i-~,...,ci+~“~;;~~~i+1,...,A,~~i~~). 
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Clearly, (1) models the parallel application of clauses ci and ci+ I to goal Gi _ 1, while (3) 
models their application in the reverse order. 
On the other hand, an arrow [!T”~a,;a,_1;...;al=Go8] representing a refut- 
ation can be transformed, by similar techniques, in such a way that the resulting arrow 
does not include (identities of) atomic formulas. In fact, suppose that ai= ( . . . , A, . . . ), 
with A as the atomic formula. Then, since all the clauses of the program are definite, 
there must exist an index j > i such that aj= ( . . , c 0 G, . .), for each j> k > i, 
ak=( . . . . A ,... ), and [BX=CO a-A]. In this case, using the equations of Proposition 
11.7.1, one has 
aj;...;ai=( . . . . cob ,... );...;( . . . . A ,... )=( . . . . ~oa;...;A ,...) 
=( . ..) COO, . ..) 
=( . ..) B;...;coa )... )=( . ..) @ )... );...;( . ..) cob )...) 
=aj;...;aj 
where ai contains one identity less than ai. It is easy to verify that in this way all the 
identities occurring in a,, ; a,_ 1 ; . . . ;a1 can be eliminated, producing an arrow 
&;a,-I;... ; fil (in general, r < n, because some ai’s can reduce to the empty tuple). The 
fact that this arrow is unique can be proved with techniques similar to the ones 
outlined in Propositions 1.3.5 and 11.4.2. 0 
The next result states that if two unrestriced refutations differ just in the ordering in 
which some instantiations are performed, then they are equivalent as arrows of [PII F. 
Let us define first when two refutations are variants of each other. 
Definition 11.7.5 (variants of unrestricted refutations). Two unrestricted refutations, 
Go~,,,s,G1~,,,82...jCnrenGn= 0, 
Gb*c,.B’ ,G\*, *.o;‘..*c R “. .G;=n, 
are variants of each other iff 
(1) they have the same length and use the same clauses in the same order, and 
(2) for each O~i<n,Gi~(8,+,~~..~8,)=G~~(Bf+,~~~.~Bb). 
Lemma 11.7.6 (variants of unrestricted refutations are equivalent in [P]F). Let 
Go*,.,,~IG1=+,2,~2... *c,,+.Gn= 0 and G~=E-~,,Q;G;*,~,+ ...=~~.,o;Gb= 0 be two un- 
restricted rejutations of G which are variants of each other. ?hen they are represented by 
equivalent arrows of [ PI] F. Moreover, every unrestricted refutations can be transformed 
into a unique, most instantiated variant. 
Proof (outline). The equivalence of the arrows representing the two variant refutations 
immediately follows by the definition and by the construction of Proposition 11.7.2. 
Moreover, if Go~,,,H,G1*,.l,B,... *C.,B G,= q is a refutation, its most instantiated n 
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variant is simply 
The main result of this section states that not only all the (unrestricted) refutations 
are represented by the arrows of [IPI F, but also every arrow of [PI F from ! Tk: Tk+ 1 
to G 0 8: Tk+Pm represents a most parallel, most instantiated unrestricted refutation. 
Theorem 11.7.7 (arrows of the free model are most parallel, unrestricted refuta- 
tions). Let G = ( G1, . . . , G, > be a goal with k’ variables, and 9: Tk+ Tk’ be a substitu- 
tion. Then the set of all arrows of [PjF of the form 
with n3 k, is isomorphic to the set of most parallel, most instantiated unrestricted 
refutations of G 0 0, with at most n noninstantiated variables. 
Proof (outline). The mapping from refutations to arrows of [PI F is essentially the one 
defined in Proposition 11.7.2. Then it remains to show how to find for each arrow of 
the form [! T’k=a=sG 0 Q]: [ T”] -+ [ 1 +X=Pm] a (possibly parallel) refutation such 
that a itself represents it: in fact, by Lemmas 11.7.4 and 11.7.6, in this case a unique, 
equivalent, most parallel, most instantiated unrestricted refutation can always be found. 
A parallel refutation can be associated with a by showing that a can be decomposed 
into a sequence a=al ; ; a,, where each ai is an arrow of TS[P]. In this case, by 
Proposition 11.5.2, every ai represents a generalized clause; thus, a represents a parallel 
refutation. The fact that an arrow [ !T” -z=a*GoO]:[ T”]+[l-=X*Pm] can be de- 
composed as the vertical composition of the arrows of TS[P] can be proved by 
induction on the structure of a, using the rules and equations of Proposition 11.7.1. 
The proof exploits the fact that the unique generators of [PI r which are not identities 
are the arrows representing the clauses, and that two clauses cannot be composed 
horizontally. q 
The following corollary shows how the classical semantics of a logic program can 
be recovered from its free model. It should be clear that the same statement also holds 
for the inputtoutput model of P, since the reachability relation among goals is the 
same for the two models. 
Corollary 11.7.8 (recovering the classical semantics). Let P be a logic program and 
[P] F be its free model. Then 
(1) The set of all arrows of SCC [C, IT] of the form A: 1 +P reachable in [PjF 
from arrow ! 1 : 1 + 1 (i.e., such that there exists at least one arrow 
[!l=a*A]:[l]+[l =X=+-P]) is isomorphic to the success set SSp of program P (see 
Dejnition II. 1.3). 
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(2) The set of all arrows of SCC [ C, ZZ] of the form G 0 8: T”+P reachable in [PI F 
from arrow ! T”: T”+ 1, for any 0 and n, is isomorphic to the set 
{ (6, n) 16 is a correct answer substitution for G and G 0 0 has at most n 
variables). 
Proof. Immediate by Theorem 11.7.7 and [for point (l)] by the fact that 
SCC[Z,Z7](1,P) is the Herbrand base for (Z,l7). q 
Conclusions and future work 
In this paper we presented a general algebraic framework for the semantic analysis 
of a wide class of formalisms. The main contribution is the definition of a methodo- 
logy, completely described in categorical terms, and its application to phrase structure 
grammars and pure logic programming. 
In the case of grammars, the resulting semantics associates with each grammar 
a collection of models: the most interesting are the free one, which has all the 
derivation trees as arrows, and the final one, from which the language generated by 
the grammar can be extracted easily. In the case of logic programs, the models are 
categories of abstract computations, equipped with a rich algebraic structure. The 
arrows of the free model are most parallel, most instantiated refutations, and induce 
a natural notion of equivalence on the refutations of a program. For both formalisms, 
like also for Petri nets, which are discussed in [28, 121, the free model provides a truly 
concurrent semantics of a program. 
A relevant property of the categorical semantics proposed here is that the 
construction of the free model and the final model is compositional with respect to 
arbitrary operations which can be expressed as colimits in the category of programs. 
This is due to the uniform use of left adjoint functors in the definition of the 
methodology. 
For what concerns the range of applicability of the methodology presented 
in this paper, a current limitation is that it can be satisfactorily applied only to 
programs whose induced transition systems are not labeled. This class includes many 
interesting formalisms, like Petri nets, logic programming, phrase structure grammars, 
term-rewriting systems, and graph grammars. However, process description lan- 
guages, like Milner’s CCS, do not belong to this class, because the labels 
play a fundamental role in their description, being the basis of the definition of 
complex abstraction mechanisms used to define behavioral equivalences. As 
a future topic of research, we intend to integrate some categorical mechanisms for 
the handling of labels (as in [17, 361) within the general methodology, in order 
to deal with labeled transition systems and their associated abstraction mechanisms 
as well. 
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Appendix 
Definition A.1 (internal categories). A category C= ( V, A, ZO, d,, id, _; _) is a reflexive 
graph (Definition 1.1.2) equipped with a partial binary operation ~ : _ on arcs (arrow 
composition). If t, t’E A, then t; t’ is defined iff dl(t)= a,( t’). In this case, 
a,( t ; t’) = a,( t), and dr (t ; t’) = 2, (t’). Moreover, the following axioms must be satis- 
fied for all arrows t, t’, and t” in A: 
Associativity: (t;t’);t”=t;(t’;t”), 
Identity: t;id(?,(t))=t and id(Z,(t));t=t. 
The definition of category can be internalized in the following way. B is an internal 
category of Cif B=(cO,cI,a,,?,, id,comp), where (cO,cl,~O,cYI,id) is an internal 
reflexive graph of C (Definition 1.1.2), and comp:c, xOcl-+cl is an arrow of C, 
( c1 xOcl, no, 7r1 ) being the pullback in C of dr, Z,:c, -co. Moreover, the diagrams 
shown in Fig. 5 must commute in C (note that these diagrams, if interpreted in 
category Set, are exactly the axioms of categories). 
An internal jiinctor of C is an internal reflexive graph morphism that also preserves 
arrow composition. Cat(C) is the category of internal categories of C, with internal 
functors as arrows. 
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~lxoclxocl - 
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? ~1 
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Definition A.2 (&unction). Let B and C be categories. An adjunction from B to C is 
a triple ( F, G, cp ), where F: B+C and G: C+ B are functors, and cp is a function which 
assigns to each pairs of objects CEC be and DEB an isomorphism 
which is natural in b and c. In this case F is called the left adjoint for G, and G the right 
adjoint for F. If (F, G, cp) is an adjunction, then qb 4 cp(id,,,,):b+G[F[b]] is called 
the unit of the adjunction, and E, A q-‘(id,,,,): F[ G[c]]+c is called the counit. 
If G is a “forgetful” functor (informally, if it simply forgets part of the structure of the 
objects of C), F is also called itsfree adjoint. There are various techniques for proving 
that two given functors form an adjunction. In this paper, since we are always 
concerned with free adjunctions, we often follow the steps given below: 
(1) We introduce two categories, say B and C. One of them, say C, has “more 
structure”; thus, the forgetful functor U:C’-+B is always obvious. 
(2) We define a functor F:B-+C with inference rules and equations. F will be 
defined just on objects, the extension to arrows being straightforward. 
(3) We prove that F is well defined, i.e., if bElBI, then F[b]ElCI. 
(4) We show that for each element bEl BI, the arrow qb:b-+U[F[b]] (which 
is usually the obvious injection of generators) is universal from b to LJ, i.e., for each 
object CEIC and arrow h:b-+U [cl, there exists a unique h’:F[b]+c such that 
h=yb;U[h’]. 
Actually, the last step is often omitted, since in general it is straightforward. 
Definition A.3 (comma category, slice category). Let A, B, C be three categories, and 
F:A+B, G:C+B be two functors. Then the comma category (FJG) has as objects 
the triples (a,c,h:F(a)+G(c)), where a~lA[, CEICI, and h is an arrow of B. More- 
over, an arrow f: (a, c, h)+( a’, c’, h’) of (FL G) is defined as a pair of arrows 
f= (fA:a+a’,fc:c+c’) such that F(fa); h’= h; G(f,). 
If b is an object of B, the category of objects under b (also called the slice category 
under b), denoted as (b J B), is a particular comma category where b : B -+ B is the 
functor mapping each object of B to b and each arrow to idb, while B: B+ B is the 
identity functor. 
A.l. Proof of Proposition 1.1.6 (from heterogeneous graphs to internal graphs) 
Let (Pb,c: C(F[b], C)H B(b, H [cl) be the isomorphism determined by the adjunc- 
tion (F, H, cp), which exists by hypothesis. Then for each G=(c, b, a,, 8,)~ 
IGrapW,C,H)I and K=(~~,c,,.fo,f~)~lGraph(C)I, define &K:Graph(C)(F’CGI, 
K) + Graph(B, C, H)(G, H’[K]) as 
&.d(ho, h, ))=(ho> (Pb.cuh)). 
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By definition, 4o, K is clearly an isomorphism. To prove that it defines an adjunction 
(F’, H’, 4), we have to check that it is well defined and natural. We just show that if 
(ho, hi) : G + H’[K], then (ho, (~b,cb(hi)) is actually an arrow from F’[G] to K, the 
converse being similar. By the definitions in Proposition 1.1.6, we have to check that 
Fig. 6a commutes in C, provided that Fig. 6b commutes in B. 
We need to remark that the natural isomorphism cp-’ can be defined from the 
counit of the adjunction, as (pb,: (f)= F[ f] ; E,. Exploiting this fact, Fig. 6a can be 
transformed to Fig. 7, where the top left square commutes because it is the image 
through F of Fig. 6b, and the other subdiagrams commute by the naturality of E. 
A.2. Proof of Theorem 1.2.1 
We recall the statements of the theorem. 
Theorem 1.2.1 (from internal graphs to internal categories). (a) Zf C is the category of 
models in Set ofa left-exact sketch, then theforgetfulfunctor Cat(C) -+ RGraph(C) has 
a left adjoint Cc: RGraph(C) + Cat(C). 
(b) Let C be a category with all jinite limits and colimits, with all o-colimits, 
and such that jinite limits commute with o-colimits. Then the forgetful functor 
Cat(C) + RGraph(C) has a left adjoint Cc: RGraph(C) + Cat(C). 
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For the proof of point (a) we first introduce the basic definitions about sketches and 
their models, following [3]. A sketch is basically a graph, equipped with some 
diagrams and cones, which play an important role in the definition of model. In 
a left-exact sketch all the cones are over finite diagrams. 
Definition A.2.1 (sketches, morphisms of sketches, models). A sketch is a triple 
S=(R,D,C), where R=(RO,R,,aO,a,,id) is a reflexive graph, D is a class of 
diagrams in R, and C is a class of cones in R. Each cone in C goes from some node in 
RO to some diagram in R, not necessarily to a diagram in D. A sketch morphism 
h :( R, D, C) + (R’, D’, C’) is a reflexive graph morphism h: R + R’ such that the 
image of every diagram in D is a diagram in D’, and similarly for cones. A left-exact 
sketch is a sketch where all cones are over finite diagrams. 
If C is a category, the underlying sketch of C is SC = (Rc, DC, Cc), where Rc is the 
underlying reflexive graph of C, DC is the class of all the commutative diagrams in C, 
and Cc is the collection of all its limit cones. A model M for a sketch S in a category 
C is a sketch morphism from S to the underlying sketch of C, M : S + SC. It follows 
that a model forces all the diagrams of a sketch to commute in C, and maps all the 
cones of the sketch to limit cones of C. The models for a sketch S = (R, D, C) in 
C form a category, where arrows are “natural transformations”. That is, if 
F, G : S -+ SC are models for S in C, then a morphism r : F + G is a family of arrows in 
C, {T~[ER,,} such that 
l for each node a of R, T,EC(F(U), G(a)), 
l for eachf:a -+b in R, F(f);z,=r,;G(jJ 
The category of models for S in Set is denoted by Mod(S), and that of models for 
S in a category C by Mode(S). By models for a sketch we intend models in Set, unless 
differently specified. 
By the definition, it should be quite clear that in order to show that a category C is 
the category of models of a left-exact sketch, the crucial point is to show that every 
object of C can be described as a collection of objects and arrows of Set (which are the 
image of the graph of the sketch), where some objects can be required to be finite limits 
(the cones), and some diagrams may be required to commute (the diagrams of the 
sketch). Thus, it can be trusted that, for example, there is a sketch, say SKcsl, for 
category Cat: it contains four nodes (V, A, A x O A and A x ,A x O A, representing the 
collection of objects, of arrows, of composable arrows, and of triples of composable 
arrows, respectively), and arcs a,, d, : V -+A,id:A-t Vand _;_:Ax,A+A, with 
the obvious meaning; the commutative diagrams of SKcat are essentially those of 
Definition A.1 (replacing A, V, and _;_ for cl, c ,,, and camp, respectively), and the 
cones are those which are needed to characterize objects like A x ,A and A x O A x O A 
as suitable pullback objects. 
Similarly, the sketch for strict Cartesian categories is obtained by enriching the 
sketch for categories with the arrows (whose meaning is explained in Definition 11.2.1) 
_ x_: Vx V+ V, 1:*+ v, fst and snd:Vx V-,A,(_,_):Ax,,A+A, and 
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! : V + A. Other cones are needed to characterize * as the terminal object of Set, and 
A x,,A as the pullback object of A 2 VA A. Finally, the sets of equations 
PROD and MON of Definition 11.2.1 can be expressed as suitable diagrams. 
A.2.1. Proof outline ofpoint (a) 
(1) Both Cat and RGraph are categories of models of left-exact sketches. Let SKcat 
be the sketch for categories, SKRGrapt, be the sketch for reflexive graphs, and let SKc be 
the left-exact sketch of category C (i.e., C= Mod(SKc)), which exists by hypothesis. It 
is easy to show that the categories of internal reflexive graphs and of internal 
categories of Care equivalent to ModC(SKRGraph ) and Modc(SKcat), respectively. We 
need the following two results: 
(2) There exists a tensor product 0 in the category of sketches such that 
Mod(S 0 S’) c Mod,,,,,,,(S) [21]. 
(3) Let J S + S’ be a morphism of left-exact sketches. Then f induces a functor 
,f*: Mod(S’) + Mod(S) which has a left adjoint f# [3]. 
(4) There is an abvious inclusion morphism f: SKRGraph + SKcat which induces 
a morphism f’: SKc 0 SKRGraph -+ SKc 0 SKcat. Thus, by (3) f’ induces a functor 
f* : Mod(SKc 0 SK,,,) + Mod(SKc 0 SKRGraPh ), which is a forgetful functor, hav- 
ing a left adjoint,f, The statement follows because by (2) Mod(SKc 0 SKR~raph) z 
ModC(SKRGraph) z RGraph(C), and Mod(SKc 0 SK,,,) z Modc(SK& z Cat(C). 
For the proof of the second statement of Theorem 1.2.1 we need some definitions 
and results. An w-diagram in a category C is a diagram with the following shape: 
so II Jn 
co--)(‘1 d . d c, d L’, + 1 - . 
A colimit for such a diagram is called an co-colimit. A category C is w-cocomplete if it 
has colimits for all o-diagrams. A functor F : C + C is o-continuous iff it preserves all 
colimits of o-diagrams. Let C be a category with finite limits and w-cocomplete. Then 
w-colimits are said to commute with finite limits if for every w-chain of finite diagrams 
{Di}i<o in C, the colimit of the w-chain, say 0, has as limit the colimit of the w-chain 
{ci}, obtained by taking the limits of all (Di}i<w. 
The following theorem recasts the well known KnasterTarski fixpoint theorem in 
categorical terms. The proof can be found, for example, in [I]. 
Theorem A.2.2 (w-continuous functors have a least fixpoint). Let C be an w-cocom- 
plete category with initial object 0, and F: C + C be an w-continuous finctor. Then 
F has a leastfixpoint, i.e., there exists an object uF such that uF z F(uF) and such that 
for every other object t’ such that c 2 F(c), there exists a unique urrow ,uF + c. Moreover, 
uLF is the colimit oj’the o-diagram {F’(O), Fi(z)}r,,, where z :0 -+ F(0) is the unique 
urrow from 0 to F(0) (because 0 is initial), F’(O) =O, and F’(z)=z. 
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A.2.2. Proof outline of point (b) 
Let C be a category satisfying the hypothesis of the point (b) of Theorem 1.2.1, 
and let G=(b,,, b,,a,,3,,id)EIRGraph(C)I be an internal reflexive graph of 
C. The following points outline the proof of the existence of the left adjoint 
Cc: RGraph(C) + Cat(C). 
(1) Define the category Pre-cat,(C) of pre-categoriesfor G in C. A pre-category for 
G is a diagram r in C having the shape like that in Fig. 8, where the following 
conditions must hold: 
(i) c2x0c2 is the pullback object of (k; fi, k; fO), with projections 
n,,lr2:C2XOC2+C2; 
(ii) g;k;f,=g;k;f,=id,,; 
(iii) n,;k;fo=comp;fO and nr,;k;f,=comp;.fl; 
(iv) (id,,, k;f,;g),,;comp=k and (k;fo;g,ido),,;comp=k; 
(v) h,;fo=S,;ho,hl;fi=i,,;h,, and hO;g;k=id;hl. 
The name pre-category for G for a structure of this kind is justified by the fact that 
Crg (c,,, cl,fO,fir g; k,comp) is “almost” an internal category of C, because the 
“arrow composition” camp is not defined over the pullback object of ( fi ,fO), but just 
over the pullback object c2 x 0c2 of (k; fi, k; fO). In other words, arrow composition 
is not defined on all pairs of composable arrows, but just on a “subset” of them. It is 
easy to see that condition (ii) makes g; k behave like the identity, (iii) corresponds to 
diagrams COMPl-2 of Definition A.l, while (iv) rephrases diagrams NEUTRl-2. 
Moreover, by (v) h = (ho, h, ) is a graph morphism from G to the underlying reflexive 
graph of Cr. 
(2) Using the hypotheses on C, prove that Pre-cat,(C) has an initial object 
OG (depicted in Fig. 9), and that it is w-cocomplete. The o-colimits in Pre-cat,(C) can 
be constructed by using cu-colimits in C and the property of commutativity with finite 
limits (which is needed to prove that the colimit of a w-chain of pullback objects is 
a pullback object as well). 
(3) Define an endofunctor KG : Pre-cat,(C) + Pre-cat,(C) which, when applied to 
a diagram like Fig. 8, returns a pre-category where the arrow composition has been 
extended to the pullback object of ( fi ,f,), i.e., to c1 x ,,cl. If r is as in Fig. 8, then 
Kc[r] is as shown in Fig. 10, where the new object of arrows E (arrows 4 and camp) is 
c2 x0 c2 
Fig. 8. Pre-category for G in C. 
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bo 
Fig. 9. Initial object of Pre-cat,(C)). 
Fig. 10. 
x0 c2 x0 c2 
Fig. 11. 
characterized in the next diagram as the colimit object (the injections) of the subdia- 
gram including parts (1) to (4), while & and fi are uniquely determined by the 
universal property of c. 
Informally, c represents the “arrows” of the pre-category KG[r], which 
are obtained as the “union” of the “arrows” of r (i.e., ci) and of all the pairs of 
composable arrows of r (i.e., c1 x,c,), modulo some identifications forced 
by the diagram. In particular, subdiagram (1) forces the arrow composition 
camp to extend consistently the old arrow composition camp of r; sub- 
diagrams (2) and (3) force condition (iv) of pre-categories to hold in Kc[r] and (4) 
forces a sort of associativity axiom. The lower part of the diagram shows howjo and 
fi are determined by the universal property of c from the old arrows f. and fi . _ 
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(4) Show that the functor KG is o-continuous. The commutativity of o-colimits 
with finite limits in C must be exploited again, because the diagram which defines 
KG involves finite limits. Then by Theorem A.2.2 the functor KG has a least fixpoint 
pr, which is the colimit of the w-diagram (Ki(OG)}i<o, where OG is the initial object of 
Pre-catG(C). 
(5) Show that every fixpoint for K, (i.e., every pre-category r such that I-g Kc[r]) 
defines a category C,eCat(C), together with a reflexive graph morphism 
hr: G + U CC,]; conversely, every pair (h, C), where C&at(C) and h: G + U [Cl, 
defines a pre-category Tc,h which is a fixpoint for KG. Categories FixKG of fixpoints of 
K,, and (G 1 U) are, therefore, equivalent. 
(6) Define C,[G] as category CPr, i.e., the category determined by the least fixpoint 
of KG. Then Cc is actually a functor, and it is the left adjoint of U; indeed, (h,,-, Cpr) 
is initial in (G 1 U), because it is the image of pr, the initial object in the equivalent 
category FixKG. 
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